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ABSTRACT

The goal for this thesis was to conduct the first archaeological research at Prospect Hill
plantation and to create a baseline that can be used to understand the spatial layout of the
plantation and provide archaeological evidence of the enslaved people who lived there. Prospect
Hill is located in southwest Mississippi and was founded in 1808 by Captain Isaac Ross. The
archaeological work done at Prospect Hill was a survey of approximately 10 acres that surrounds
the main house. After this survey, the artifacts were classified into two categories: chronological
and functional. From this analysis, a series of patterns were identified at certain locations at
Prospect Hill. The results of the survey include identifying the probable location of the kitchen
that served the main house and another area used by tenant farmers that also might have been the
location of houses for earlier enslaved people at the plantation. This thesis serves as an example
of the contributions that archaeology can make in understanding historic plantations, and it
presents additional avenues for further archaeological research.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Although Mississippi currently is one of the poorest states in the United States, it
previously was one of the richest. The reason for that past wealth is slavery. The effect that
slavery had on Mississippi cannot be overstated. In fact, the state was quite literally built by
slaves and through slavery. Plantations dotted the horizon in several places across Mississippi,
especially in south Mississippi. With all these plantations that existed in pre-Civil War
Mississippi, there remains a lot of information about the history of plantation life not known. In
comparison, little information is readily available about the associated archaeology of plantations
and the lives of enslaved people.
Prospect Hill is one example of a plantation that lacks any archaeological attention.
Prospect Hill is located on a 20-acre plot of land eight miles southwest of Port Gibson,
Mississippi in Jefferson County (Figures 1.1-1.2). Prospect Hill is located within the Southern
Pine Hills physiographic region which encompasses most of south Mississippi (NCSS 1980:1-3).
This fertile area has long been farmed by prospective farmers. Prospect Hill was established in
1808 by Captain Isaac Ross upon his purchase of land in the Mississippi territory (Wade 1923:5).
The plantation was occupied by descendants of the Ross family until 1968. It was occupied until
around 2011 when it finally was abandoned (Huffman 2004:119).
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Figure 1.1. Location of Prospect Hill.
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Figure 1.2. Aerial view of Prospect Hill.
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In the time since its abandonment, this plantation has seen a renewed research interest by
its new owners and other interested parties. Still, there remains a problem. How can one
understand a plantation with just the recorded history? Additionally, how can we understand the
lives of the people who worked at Prospect Hill? The goals of this thesis are to reconstruct the
nineteenth-century landscape of the area immediately surrounding the main house and to identify
the spaces inhabited by enslaved people. I pursued several objectives in order to reach these
goals. These objectives are: conducting a survey to systemically recover artifacts; classifying
them based on chronology and function; and using spatial patterns to reconstruct where
buildings, activity areas, and open spaces were located.
Prospect Hill presents an unusual opportunity in that it is owned by the Archaeological
Conservancy which has preserved the site and made it accessible for archaeological research
related to historical plantations. Additionally, Prospect Hill stands out from other plantations in
that it is well preserved. Prospect Hill also retains a fair amount of recorded information about
the family legacy, the story of the enslaved, and the scope of the site.
From the beginning of its statehood to the onset of the Civil War, Mississippi became a
haven for many aspiring agriculturalists who wished to make their livelihoods and fortunes.
These new people that rushed into the area seeking land for the production of cotton (Beamish
2013:1). Like much of the rest of the South, Mississippi became an essential part of the global
trade of cotton (Beckert 2015:113). Two significant costs associated with the growth of cotton
are continued exhaustion of the land and the availability of labor (Beamish 2013:5-8). The
demand for more land became the driving forces that led to the expulsion of Native Americans
from Mississippi (Busbee 2015:81-84). Once large amounts of land were secured for farming
through the forced removal of Native Americans, the demands for enslaved workers surged
4

through the decades leading up to the Civil War. For example, the population of enslaved people
in Mississippi increased from 33,000 in 1820 to over 450,000 by the 1860s (Busbee 2015:101102).
Prospect Hill mirrored the success of other Mississippi plantations with a rapid increase
in fortune and enslaved workers. Documentary evidence suggests that Captain Ross brought
with him about 60 enslaved workers to help get the plantation up and running (Ross 1808).
Within the lifetime of Captain Ross, the family would purchase more enslaved people that
resulted in the population growing to 130 people by 1836 (Personal Inventory of Isaac Ross
1836:1-6). This population would increase again to around 200 individuals within the next
decade, but the family would lose most of this workforce due to the last wishes of Captain Ross
and the American Colonization Society (Huffman 2004:85).
Despite the amount of knowledge surrounding the events that occurred at Prospect Hill,
there remains a lack of practical knowledge about Prospect Hill and its enslaved population. To
rectify this issue, archaeology can help fill in the lack of information by creating interpretations
through material culture. Toward this end, Prospect Hill must be contextualized in an
archaeological sense. The lives of people that have been forgotten by history have a small
window that an archaeological analysis can help fill. There will never be an easy way to rectify
the injustices or bring the forgotten stories of slavery back; however, this thesis is a step to better
understand the complexity of an enslaved past. Through a broad analysis of Prospect Hill’s
materials, the beginning of a long, gradual process to understand the material remains of
Mississippi plantations can be accomplished.
My goal for this thesis is the contextualization of Prospect Hill in three ways: as an
archaeological baseline, as a spatial entity, and as an example of the lives of the enslaved.
5

Through the classifying of the artifact assemblage from Prospect Hill, I will provide a way to
start analyzing previously unresearched plantations. In this way, I will have created the starting
point for more research to be done at Prospect Hill but also for other plantations with a similar
lack of information. My analysis culminates in linking activities and functional groups to
artifacts and how they are arrayed across a plantation landscape. My exploratory analysis could
help in presenting artifact densities on a plantation landscape and how these landscapes might
resemble other plantations in the state and elsewhere. I believe that in understanding Prospect
Hill there will be another way to see the material expressions of the people who lived there.
The historical and theoretical background to my research is presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 goes into depth about the methods used in my analysis. I present the results of my
analysis in Chapter 4. Lastly, I summarize the case study of Prospect Hill and how my results
will add to archaeological research on plantations more generally.
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Chapter 2: Background
This chapter explains the pertinent background information for understanding Prospect
Hill plantation. I begin this process by briefly covering the world of the Native peoples of
America before the European and later American incursions. I will explain the occupational
history of Prospect Hill. In addition, I will contextualize the entire plantation as a single entity
giving a better understanding of its operation. Next, I will provide a discussion on slavery by
explaining several key themes important to understanding the American version of slavery that
would have been actively ongoing on a plantation in Mississippi. These key themes include:
agrarian lifestyles, paternalism, acts of resistance, enslaved property ownership, the management
of time for the enslaved, and ties of community with the enslaved world. Next, I discuss the
archaeology of slavery with a focus on the materiality of the plantation, key concepts of
historical archaeology, such as status differentiation and power relations, and finish with an
overview of enslaved quarters. This is followed by further explanation of the role that landscape
plays on plantations. Finally, I conclude with a coverage of the state of archaeological research
on plantations in Mississippi.

History of Southern Mississippi
Native peoples have lived in the area that would become Mississippi for quite some time.
By the time of major European incursions into the area, the major tribes were the Natchez, the
Chickasaws, and the Choctaws. These tribes each made their own marks on the area; however,
7

over the years, these tribes were either scattered and driven into exile, as was the case with the
Natchez in 1731, or they were slowly pushed out and then forcibly removed by encroaching
settlers, such as was the fate of the Chickasaws and the Choctaws by the end of the 1830s
(Busbee Jr. 2015; McLemore 1973:1; Mitchell 2014). Regardless, the state of Mississippi truly
came into being with the displacement of the Natives.
In the course of only 100 or so years, several European nations laid their claims over the
land that would encompass Mississippi. The first to lay claim to this area was the French.
Starting in 1699, the French established their colony in an effort to consolidate their claims over
new land and trade with its people (Barnett 2007). Their reign ended with interference of the
British at the end of the French and Indian War in 1763 (McLemore 1973:1:159-160). Still, the
British would only retain control of this area for less than two decades before the advent of the
American Revolution (Busbee Jr 2015:42-43). After the end of the Revolution, control of the
area shifted to the last of colonial powers to lay claim to the Mississippi territory, Spain. In a
similar fashion to the British, Spanish rule lasted only until the turn of the nineteenth century,
but, over the course of these 17 years of Spanish colonial rule, the Spanish formally set the area
into a more recognizable form with the transition to a more cotton-based economy that would
persist well into the area’s formal introduction into the United States (Mitchell 2014:42-44).
Finally, the United States over the course of about 40 years acquired the land that would make up
the entire state of Mississippi (McLemore 1973:1:219-220).

History and Occupation of Prospect Hill
Prospect Hill plantation was established in 1808 by Captain Isaac Ross, a veteran of the
American Revolution, who owned land in South Carolina before deciding to move to Mississippi
8

(PHP 2011:1). Captain Ross was a part of a larger influx of white settlers seeking their fortunes
in the land and agriculture of newly opened lands (Beckert 2015:103). Prospect Hill grew to
become a robust example of the new frontier plantation society in Mississippi built upon the
labor of enslaved people. As fate would have it, Captain Ross would appear to have some
change of opinion towards the future of the enslaved people at Prospect Hill. A string of close
familial deaths exposed the captain to the ideals of the American Colonization Society. This
group operated under the ideology of a racial society that separated white and black Americans
into separate areas (Mills 2020:5). To facilitate this separation of people, the American
Colonization Society was founded in Liberia in 1817 (Mills 2020:5), and around this time,
Captain Ross decided that the future of the enslaved workers of the plantation should be given a
choice to go to Liberia.
In the last years of Captain Ross’s life, he set about the task of creating his will that
would give the option of manumission and transportation of the enslaved workers at Prospect
Hill to Liberia (1830s:1-3). In this will, Captain Ross wished to use his estate and property, “to
pay the expense of transporting my slaves to Africa: and, … to expend the reminder for the
support and maintenance of said slaves when there, the same to be done in such manner as the
Society in their discretion may deem most to the interest and welfare of said slaves” (Ross
1830s:3). Captain Ross died believing that his will would be followed by his family; however,
unbeknownst to him, a rift had emerged that would split the family’s unity. A portion of his
family, one of his daughters and her son, would challenge the will in a court of law, and for
about a decade, the future of Prospect Hill and the enslaved people that lived there were placed
in a legal limbo (Huffman 2004:62). By 1847, the challenges to the will’s implementation
finally were settled with an agreement that Prospect Hill would remain in the family’s hands, but
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it would be worked for a year to fund the transportation of the people to Liberia (Wade 1923:10).
Prospect Hill plantation remained with the Ross family for many years to come; however, the
wealth and prestige that the family once had was slowly eroded until the family was forced to
sell the plantation in 1968 (PHP 2011:2).
For over 200 years, Prospect Hill has remained a solitary area that continued to be
occupied in some shape or form. Multiple lines of documentary evidence suggest that Captain
Ross purchased recently opened land in 1808 (Huffman 2004:23; PHP 2011:1; Wade 1923:5).
The best descriptions of this early point in Prospect Hill’s past came from a descendant of the
family who suggested that it was settled in the same year that it was purchased by Captain Ross
(Wade 1923:5). Captain Ross was said to already have been a plantation owner before even
coming to Prospect Hill, and during his travels to the Mississippi territory, he transported his
possessions from that plantation, including the enslaved workers (Huffman 2004:4). In the first
years of Prospect Hill’s establishment, the enslaved workers started building the first main house
for the Ross family (Wade 1923:5). It is not known when the first house was actually completed;
however, there are descriptions of how it was made and its appearance. In his description of
Captain Ross, Thomas Wade (1923:5) stated that the first house was designed by the captain and
made from lumber sawed with an old-style ripsaw. This ripsaw pit, as it was described, was
made in order to facilitate the creation of the logs used for the main house’s construction (Wade
1923:5). The house was described as a, “large, commodious, two-story building” with a Federal
architectural style (PHP 2011:1; Wade 1923:5). Two different kinds of lumber were utilized to
finish the house: poplar lumber for the roof and building structure and a cherry lumber for all the
interior (Huffman 2004:26; Wade 1923:5).
After the house’s creation, much of the rest of the plantation’s make up is currently
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unknown. However, with the available information, Prospect Hill, as a single entity, can be
examined. From the descriptions of the house site to some recollections of the items inside the
house, Captain Ross appears to have been a rather successful and wealthy individual, and his
plantation reflected that. Upon his arrival to Mississippi in 1808, Captain Ross purchased 5,000
acres of the fertile Natchez Bluffs in Jefferson County (Huffman 2004:26-28), and he owned
around 60 slaves. It should also be noted that the majority of the land purchased in 1808 was
considered unimproved land (Huffman 2004:26). This unimproved land would have to be
slowly cultivated into areas more suitable for agricultural purposes. Regardless, profits from the
rise in cotton translated to additional funds for Prospect Hill (Huffman 2004:27). By the time of
his death, a personal inventory of his estate was created to give an accurate summation of his
total wealth. This personal inventory of the estate mentioned a variety of personal items, such as
books, luxury items like a piano, and expensive ceramics (Personal Inventory of Isaac Ross
1836:7). This inventory also listed the amount of farm animals that were located on the
plantation. The number of animals that lived on the plantation included: 198 pigs, 193 sheep,
109 cattle, 36 horses, 30 steers, and 16 oxen (Personal Inventory of Isaac Ross 1836:6). More
importantly, this inventory also included a complete list of the enslaved workers that lived at
Prospect Hill, which at the time amounted to around 130 people (Personal Inventory of Isaac
Ross 1836:1-6). This increase in the amount of enslaved people showcased just how much the
plantation had grown in roughly 30 years. Additionally, most of these people were given the
choice to be transported to Liberia as per Captain Ross’s will. With all the inventory included,
Prospect Hill was estimated to be worth about $100,000 in 1836. While this inventory showed a
pretty succinct picture of the wealth and opulence of Prospect Hill, it does not cover the entire
amount that Captain Ross had available at his death. The inventory did not account for the
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relative price of the agricultural goods that were being cultivated at the time of Captain Ross’s
death (Ross 1830s:3).
The only remaining male heir to Captain Ross was his grandson Isaac Ross Wade. Isaac
Wade would challenge his grandfather’s will. The Wade family outlasted the long litigations,
and he finally cemented complete control over Prospect Hill by 1849. By this point, however,
the family had been drained of a large part of their money and had lost as many as 200 enslaved
workers (Huffman 2004:83-84). Regardless, legal troubles were not the only thing that Wade
had to live through. A couple of years before the majority of the enslaved people left, the
original main house built burned down. On the night of April 15, 1845, a fire broke out in the
house that resulted in the death of a visiting family relative (Huffman 2004:77). In the family
history, this fire was a result of a restless and resentful enslaved population that decided to kill
the challenger to Captain Ross’s will (Wade 1923:7). Whatever truly happened has since been
lost to time, still, the fact remains that the mansion was completely lost and a new house would
have to be constructed.
After the loss of the original house, Isaac Wade decided that the second house would be
built over the remains of the first house, but the construction of the second house was pushed
back until 1853. In the meantime, the family lived off the plantation over the course of two years
before living in the overseer’s house at Prospect Hill for another six years (Wade 1865:1). In a
recollection of the second house, the house took over a year to build by the new enslaved people
brought onto the plantation by the Wade family (PHM 1910s:1). The house was described as a
raised cottage with Greek Revival architectural style, and it was created with a set of two outbuildings and two large cisterns (PHM 1910s:1). These two out-buildings were created with a
Gothic style in mind to complement the main plantation house, and they were described as being
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built on brick foundations with both of them having two rooms and a wide front gallery (PHM
1910s:1). One of the out-buildings was a store room and a kitchen that served the main house,
whereas the other out-building was the residence for the enslaved workers that served the family
directly (PHM 1910s:1). The plantation continued to operate as normal until the advent of the
Civil War.
The plantation survived the war with little to no damage, but this rather good fortune was
not the same for its continued financial success. The records of the post-Civil War period were a
lot vaguer. The family shifted to sharecropping to continue to make money and keep the
formerly enslaved people in the area (Huffman 2004:92-93). After the death of Isaac Wade, the
plantation was divided among the heirs, and it was subdivided even further as the years went by
(Huffman 2004:119). Some family descendants still used their portions of land to farm, but it is
not known for how long or to what extent (Huffman 2004:119). The last family member to
actively live in the plantation stayed until 1968, at which point the immediate area around the
second main house stagnated until being sold in the 1970s (Huffman 2004:119). The new owner
made plans to renovate the house, but quickly realized the deteriorated state of the house and
sold it once more to another person who left the house to its fate in 2011.

Historical Record of Enslavement
Historical literature on the South has a variety of themes, but one needs to become
acquainted with the central mandate for the agrarian Southern white citizenry. The
representative hope of the Southern plantation lifestyle followed the Jeffersonian concept of an
“empire for liberty” dictating the spread of white yeoman farmers to shoulder the burden of
American republicanism (Johnson 2017:3). Jeffersonian ideals relied on three immediate things:
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the continued expansion of the United States, the ushering of a new white male equality, and
resolute securement of political independence (Johnson 2017:3). The promise of political
independence, land, or equality spreading across the southern United States seemed too great of
an opportunity to pass up for many. Still, the reality of the situation varied depending on the
state and the crop that it produced, but the hope remained the same across many of the white
planter’s mind. Thus, the Jeffersonian ideal of an early republic based on the independence of
farming gained traction. This “empire for liberty” did not discuss the growth of agrarian
tradition being built on the labors, the blood, and the tears of the enslaved community that really
laid the foundations for America’s future. In fact, the growth of agrarian America depended
solely on the expansion of slavery to protect its other goals (Beckert 2015:103; Busbee
2015:101-103; Johnson 2017:31-32; Mitchell 2014:103-104).
To many planters, continual interactions with the enslaved in both domestic and field
settings created a sort of paternalism between the groups. This paternalism grew from the
continual racial tension of masters and the enslaved (Genovese 1976:4). The goal of paternalism
for masters was the complete control over enslaved lives, and through control, planters placed
themselves at the forefront of the enslaved community as a way to intertwine racial control onto
all aspects of enslaved lives (Genovese 1976; Kaye 2007). In this idealized way, paternalism
crafted both groups as, “members of a single household where owners routinely intervened in the
slave community and slaves lacked the material resources to wrest control over their internal
affairs from a resident planter” (Kaye 2007:11). This forced cooperation enabled the planters to
justify their control over enslaved labor, and, in return, planters attempted to represent
themselves as protectors or providers for the community (Genovese 1976:5). The planters
genuinely considered themselves as a kind and understanding father figure with the enslaved
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being a sort of errant son (Davis 2006:195). In the planter’s mind, they presented a face of
benevolence and understanding to the enslaved community, and the owners created the reality
that slavery held an inherent consensual nature guised through this relationship (Davis
2006:195). Still, this false representation reflected the cruel sense of injustice or punishment for
any that tried to push back or regain some measure of independence from the owner (Joyner
2009:56).
The contradictory nature of paternalism led to some benefits to the enslaved community.
By planters believing that their family and the enslaved communities were connected as a single
people or entity, the planters inadvertently had recognized the enslaved as human beings through
the social contract of their labor in exchange for protection, food, or clothing. While not a direct
move by the planters to recognize the enslaved as such, this move, nonetheless, has to be
interpreted as a victory and a move towards freedom and independence (Genovese 1976:5). This
duality of paternalism gives a method for the enslaved to resist their oppressors with the ability
to reject, “the essence of slavery by projecting their own rights and value as human beings,”
essentially allowing the enslaved to create their own interpretation of the social order (Davis
2006:195; Genovese 1976:6-7; Joyner 2009:56; Kaye 2007:11; Penningroth 2003:43).
Recent historical literature has moved away from the ideas of resistance against the
plantation system and instead looks at these acts of resistance as a terrain of struggle. By terrain
of struggle, Kaye (2007:8) looks to move away from the abstract actions of resistance to
understanding the full complexity of the enslaved struggle. Terrains of struggle explores the full
picture of interactions between the enslaved individuals and all the enslaved people around them
(Kaye 2007:8) Within these interactions, the enslaved persons transform, “the ties between
plantations—work, intimate relations, and neighborhood space itself—into sites of contention,”
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and by examining the “sites of contention,” research into resistance will see the limitations and
possibility of various actions against the plantation system (Kaye 2007:8-9). One example of
enslaved people working together to resist enslavement was the harboring of runaway slaves
from the plantation and other closely related plantations. Bonds of the community would hide
runaway slaves from other communities as a projection of extended kinship networks (Kaye
2007:22-23). These extended bonds were limited in their immediate reach; however, through an
extended kinship network, runaways had hope to escape to other plantations and had the
potential to slowly work their way to freedom or, at the least, escape from punishment (Kaye
2007:129-131). In some extreme situations, the community might band together to form a larger
area of conflict in favor of runaways against their owner (Kaye 2007:120). These extreme
situations could bring out deep-seated anger that simmered over time and erupted into
widespread acts of violence against slaveholding whites and their overseers (Kaye 2007:120122). To avoid these acts of violence, enslaved persons tried to measure the extent to which they
could push the boundaries of conflict against their oppressors (Davis 2006:195; Kaye 2007:144).
A delicate balancing act occurred within these acts of resistance. All enslaved people realized
the very real threat of being sold off and losing their family and community, but, for many, acts
of resistance were a part of pushing back against injustice despite the fact that surviving mattered
most (Kaye 2007:144-145). In a way, the very act of being able to resist the will of the owner in
any way became a matter of pride and self-respect for people suffering from injustice (Davis
2006:195).
One of the lesser-known parts of slavery is the emergence of property ownership amongst
the enslaved. In one case, a summarization of a southern law dictated that enslaved persons
cannot own property themselves; however, an enslaved person may acquire and hold personal
16

property granted by their owner in the form of showing favor to them (Penningroth 2003:45).
This ownership of property varied hugely depending on the state and the type of crop produced.
For example, in the coastal areas of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida,
enslaved persons were allowed a portion of the work day for themselves, and for many of the
enslaved, this precious time allotted for themselves would be used to acquire property in the
form of land or animals (Penningroth 2003:46-47). Inland areas of the South allowed their
enslaved persons during their free days to do as they pleased, which some worked to gather some
type of property (Penningroth 2003:47). The common link between the coastal and inland areas,
in terms of property, was time management. The economy of time dealt with how an enslaved
person managed the time allotted to tend their land or animals (Penningroth 2003:47-48). From
the owner’s standpoint, the control over their enslaved persons free time was a powerful
incentive and warning to keep in line (Penningroth 2003:49-50). Another aspect of the economy
of time was the potential to hire out their own labor with the understanding that the owner would
get a cut of any profit made (Penningroth 2003:53-54). Amongst the many things that enslaved
persons did with their property, a burgeoning informal trade network grew from enslaved held
property. This freedom to trade their items with each other, the owners, or other nonslaveholding whites showcased the interconnectedness of enslaved networks. Not all trade
happened within the plantation as some trade occurred alongside roads near plantations
(Penningroth 2003:60-61). This outside trade grew to unparalleled levels when near major cities.
For instance, recollections from visitors to Natchez and New Orleans recalled the number of
enslaved persons, particularly women, that operated out of small stalls to sell their various goods
(Penningroth 2003:63).
The management of time and the trade held hidden benefits more than just material gains.
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These acts helped to solidify communities of enslaved persons in neighborhoods that all share
the same burden of enslavement. In his book, Anthony Kaye (2007:3-4) described a slave
neighborhood as a dynamic place that created a sense of community for the enslaved by
connecting them with other enslaved people on the adjoining plantations. The slave
neighborhood represented the bonds that enslaved people could rely on in place of immediate
family connections due to the ever-changing nature of slavery (Kaye 2007:4). Within the larger
Natchez district, there existed multiple slave neighborhoods that created a sense of community
for the people in it. These neighborhoods came to encompass a variety of meanings from
kinship ties to areas of religious practice, and, due to the uncertainty of slavery, the bonds of the
neighborhoods were constantly in a state of alteration and adaptations as members could be sold
or new members introduced (Kaye 2007:4-5). Despite the uncertainties, enslaved neighborhoods
were solely responsible for cementing relations and marriage unions, as normal laws did not
recognize enslaved marriage, and, by doing this, the neighborhoods became their own sort of
unrecognized authority (Kaye 2007:6). However, the neighborhoods were still under the direct
control of the planter, and the potential of punishment by whipping or selling was ever present
on enslaved minds (Kaye 2007:6). The threat of neighborhood upheaval weighed heavily on the
minds of the enslaved with their homes and property being potentially reclaimed by the owner at
any time (Kaye 2007:37). The life of neighborhoods replicated the cyclical life of the planter’s
families with some enslaved being exchanged as part of dowries for marriage or staying in the
same place but under a new owner (Kaye 2007:36-37). Arguably, the most essential part of
belonging to a neighborhood was the inclusion within the collective identity of the neighborhood
(Kaye 2007:44). This collective representation helped to further the bonds of kinship and
religion as well as to help incorporate new individuals into the larger enslaved community (Kaye
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2007:44-45).

Materials of Enslavement
Research into plantations continue to emerge from rising interests into the life histories of
the enslaved persons during the time of the Antebellum South. Some of the first real attempts to
study African-American history wished to explore ways to enrich cultural diversity and empower
people to think critically of the past (Samford 1996:87). Initial historical work on plantations
began around the 1930s, but these early interests focused solely on restoration projects of the
plantation house or gardens (Singleton 1995:119). According to Samford (1996:87), the first
active interest to explore enslaved quarters as a testament to enslaved history started around 1968
in Kingsley plantation in Duval County, Florida. In the 1970s, however, anthropologists and
social historians joined together their respective fields and interests to look into the central issues
of “plantation life, social relationships between planters and slaves, processes of culture change
resulting from contact between European-Americans and African-Americans, and the presence
of West African cultural markers within the archaeological record” (Samford 1996:87). Still, the
archaeological field continued to envelop new questions about where historical archaeology
would go in the early twenty-first century. One of the biggest issues to emerge from these
questions was the problem of research being utilized to reinforce racial inequality (Wilkie
2004:118). In this way, historical archaeology continued to expand its ability to understand the
complexities of race, inequality, and identity (Wilkie 2004:118).
The archaeological studies of plantation life showcase the start of a systematic studies
shifting from the planters to the enslaved. As the shifting of interest rested squarely on the
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enslaved, a new problem presented itself. How does one define the expressions of culture for an
enslaved people? This answer lies both within the immaterial cultural identity of the enslaved
and the physical materials that make them up. For the purpose of this review, the focus will
solely remain on the materiality of the enslaved. These material expressions came in many
shapes and forms, ranging from buildings that enslaved persons lived in to their smallest bits of
pottery. For historical archaeologists, the interpretation of material culture should fit within the
larger narrative of the African-American story of the United States (Singleton 1995:119-120).
This larger narrative worked to place the material culture as representatives of the cultural
identity of African-Americans (Singleton 1995:130). These archaeological assemblages
suggested some of the various spiritual beliefs from Christian paraphernalia to artifacts with
direct descent from West African traditions (Russell 1997; Samford 1996; Singleton 1995). A
good example of artifacts with religious affiliations is the presence of “X” marks on various
artifacts (Matthews 2010:183-184). The “X” and other religious markings showcase similarities
to the Kongo cosmogram and Bakongo beliefs from West Africa; however, the presences of
artifacts with incised marks in them reflected the larger belief system of some cultures that
survived the suppression of westerner ideals (Fennell 2003:1-2; Matthews 2010:184; Russell
1997:71; Samford 1996:105-106). Other artifacts, such as glass beads or charms, have been
found within enslaved context that give additional life to African-American folk beliefs (Russell
1997:66; Thomas 1998:546). Among the artifacts found within an enslaved context, the
presence of blue beads has intrigued historical archaeologists. Due to the high concentration of
blue beads on sites, many historical archaeologists have concluded that these artifacts held a
special meaning within enslaved culture (Stine et al 1996:49). In their article, Stine et al.
(1996:65) interpreted the distribution of blue beads in archaeological settings as signs of
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enslaved worldviews. Following this point, Brian Thomas (1998:546) expressed that the
presence of blue glass beads might have some associations with concepts of unity for the
enslaved community. Additionally, Thomas (1998:546) notes the unknown meaning of charms
found within the archaeological context of the Hermitage plantation as another example of the
hidden symbolism of artifacts associated with enslaved peoples. In another study. Russell
(1997:66-67) questioned an earlier report that the Hermitage’s enslaved charms represent some
amount of importance to African-American culture with many questions left unanswered.
Russell (1997:68) notes the presence of pierced coins to showcase the connections to folklore
suggesting that pierced coins were a symbol of luck with a real-world example of the coins found
in an enslaved archaeological assemblage. By looking at the presence of charms and other
artifacts of religious or spiritual significance, Laurie Wilkie (1995:81) suggested that these
artifacts have a major role to play within the social practice of magic. Through her analysis of
charms as an archaeological signature of magic, Wilkie (1995:102) expressed the need for more
archaeologists to study the relationship of magic to their artifact studies and see their artifacts as
not static interpretation but as different ways to express enslaved spirituality.
One of the more important artifacts associated with enslaved assemblages is the creation
of hand-made pottery called colonoware. Colonoware is low-fired pottery made from clay found
from local deposits surrounding their plantation of origin and identify, “the emergence of a
racially framed social distinction that segregated blacks and whites both physically and—as the
labor force was enslaved and marked by race—categorically as well” (Matthews 2010:179-181).
Colonoware was first identified by Ivor Noel-Hume who interpreted these wares as having been
used by Native Americans or used by enslaved peoples (Ferguson 1978:14). This initial debate
led many archaeologists to question who created these colonowares, but Leland Ferguson
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(1978:15-16) was one of the first archaeologists to suggest that colonowares were created by
enslaved peoples as well. Much of the designs of colonoware were crafted to imitate the
European styles of vessels; however, the presence of such imitations likely showcased the levels
of interactions between different racial and ethnic groups (Matthews 2010:181). The
predominate usage patterns of colonoware vessels mostly deal with its usage along with
foodways, mostly for food preparation and storage (Singleton 1995:131-132). Additionally,
research has been done to suggest the importance of colonowares to the enslaved communities
within the frame of resisting change placed by European American owners, and moreover, these
vessels held some of the few solid examples of West African cultural traditions surviving
colonization (Singleton 1995:133). Despite these more clear-cut examples of material survivals
from Africa, the presence of colonoware is very limited in the United States. The areas that
locally produced colonowares were mostly limited to the Atlantic coast; however, some early
archaeologists suggest that colonoware stretched into the interior as far as the lower Mississippi
River Valley (Ferguson 1978:15; Swanton 1946:549).
The place of racial castes or status differences among enslaved peoples showcase other
ways to look at differences within enslaved communities. Singleton (1995:126) builds upon
earlier research looking at material differences to showcase status differentiation within the
plantation. One way to look at the difference in status on plantations would be to explore the
role of ceramics. Some researchers suggested that the presence of high-cost and high-quality
ceramics found within enslaved assemblages can suggest a status differentiation based on the
assumption that the owning of the ceramic gave a sort of symbolic empowerment to the people
that controlled them (Singleton 1995:127-128). In a study done by William Adams and Sarah
Boling (1989:69), enslaved individuals saw the acquisition of ceramics as additional status
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indicators, and they would look for ways to procure them. With sufficient archaeological
evidence, Adams and Boling (1989:94) suggested that particular types of ceramics, such as
coarse wares, were more likely to be in an enslaved setting than more refined wares. In an
overview of status differentiation, Theresa Singleton (1995:127) suggested that enslaved
individuals with greater access to exchange systems would find ways to retain luxury items to
suggest their higher status within their own communities. Another way that archaeologists have
looked at material indicators of status is through the foodways of different refuse deposits on
plantation sites. By looking at refuse deposits, higher quality food tends to be found at the
quarters of house servants compared to the field workers quarters (Singleton 1995:127). In
particular, Singleton (1995:126) mentioned the presence of bones from animals considered to be
of higher quality of meat in areas of known enslaved individuals might show the difference
between these individuals and the rest of their plantation’s enslaved community. Still, some
foodways studies suggested that an enslaved person’s diet relied on food grown in gardens in
addition to food given by owners (Mrozowski et al. 2008:711-713). This supplementation of diet
with locally grown food and the presence of wild species muddled the view of faunal research to
suggest status differentiation (Mrozowski et al. 2008:713). While these case studies provide just
a few examples, they represent a small part of the larger scope of status differentiation that
existed within communities of enslaved people. As studies of status continued to flourish, there
became a new need to supplement the material culture of status with any documentary or oral
testimony present for a given plantation or historical site. In John Otto’s (1980:11) chapter on
race and class, he suggested that archaeologists are placing themselves into a corner without the
usage of oral testimonies and historical documents. Otto (1980:11) went on to explain that the
true status of site inhabitants lies within the unexplored historical side, and with a solid historical
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foundation of status, the archaeological record can explain the differences and patterns between
the enslaved and the planters.
More archaeologists see the presence of power relations as the best way to understand the
material culture of slavery. Orser (1988:741) understood the place of power as a restricting tool
that the planter held over their enslaved labor. The planter’s place on the plantation stood as a
direct challenge to the enslaved labor by dictating their access to any sort of material or property,
and this control reached out to encompass every part of the enslaved community (Orser
1988:741). Within this power relation, the labor of the enslaved represented the entirety of their
resistance. Enslaved resistance came in many forms from small acts of defiance to overt
rebellion in some cases; however, an enslaved person had to realize that these rebellious acts
were an affront to the plantation system and should expect a quick punishment (Kaye 2007:7-8;
Orser 1988:741-742). Associated with the acts of planter control, the purchasing power of the
planter directly resulted from the production and abilities of the labor, and an enslaved person
that produced their quota might receive small gifts of discarded ceramics from the owner’s
personal collections as small showings of favor and reminders of their place (Orser 1988:742743). Matthews (2010:176-182) touches on the subject of resistance through African-American
religious practices. The cultural survival of West African traditions showcased the ability of the
enslaved to resist cultural and religious enforcement, but the presence of Western African
cultural marks on a variety of artifacts ranging from colonoware vessels to beads demonstrate the
survival of practices that owners were actively trying to destroy (Matthews 2010:182-184). The
presence of various artifacts—such as ceramics, charms, beads, shell, coins, or bones—goes to
show that rituals transform common items into artifacts of religious or spiritual importance, and,
through this transformation of common objects, enslaved persons asserted their power to alter the
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meaning behind these items making the ordinary into the sacred (Matthews 2010:185-187).
Even after conversion to Christianity, the survival of traditions came in many forms. In New
Orleans, the practice of vodou survived by disguising African gods and spirits with Catholic
saints, and, from an outside perspective, these individuals were stout Christians with a lesserknown role of keeping traditions alive through Christian symbolism (Matthews 2010:188).
Additionally, the conversion to Christianity held the benefit of a readily available community for
any enslaved person willing to join. Through Christian salvation, believers held tightly to the
idea of the gift of freedom through belief (Matthews 2010:191-192). Regardless, Christian
paraphernalia associated with enslaved people holds a hidden meaning that can be found within
an archaeological context.
In order to have a complete idea of the material culture of the enslaved, an understanding
of the materials associated with the enslaved quarters must be explained. Within the living
spaces of the cabins, enslaved people created their own spaces away from the watchful eyes of
the owner or the overseers (Singleton 1995:124). Evidence of these hidden places were apparent
with the presence of root cellars in some enslaved quarters (Mrozowski et al 2008; Samford
1996; Singleton 1995). The primary function of these root cellars or storage pits was to keep
food for storage and to hold personal belongings (Mrozowski et al 2008; Singleton 1995). The
remains of these storage pits primarily have been found within the Coastal South, particularly the
Virginia Piedmont, but the discovery of these pits created tension between the enslaved and the
plantation owners (Singleton 1995:124). Upon discovery of storage pits, many owners refilled
the area or, if resources allowed, built the enslaved dwellings on piers; however, these acts only
emboldened many enslaved people to create more pits or discover other areas to hide their
possessions (Singleton 1995:124). Much of the material culture of enslaved dwellings can be
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associated with storage pits or other such areas. These storage areas provided the widest range
of items that an enslaved person would have utilized (Samford 1996:95). Some researchers
suggest that the practice of storing food and valuables in these pits is a cultural practice dating
back to African traditions; however, more recent studies suggest that these pits better represent
the daily struggle of enslaved persons resisting the planter’s control over their lives (Singleton
1995:124).

Antebellum Landscapes: The Expressions of Power
The landscape of enslavement looks at the spatial distribution of buildings and how they
are arranged in a plantation setting (Wendt 2014:15). In this way, landscape archaeology
provides the understanding that it looks at an area with human modification and to see how the
arrangement of structures alters the landscape with cultural meaning (Wendt 2014:16). Within
landscape archaeology, relationships of the environment, land alteration, and material culture
come together to operate (Wendt 2014:14). The plantation masters of the South designed their
plantations in ways that showed their power and wealth, and this reminder ensured that both
enslaved persons and other planters saw their power through their plantation’s landscape (Wendt
2014:17-18).
The layout of plantations were essential factors within the owner’s idea of power over
their enslaved labor. Thomas (1998:538-539) explained that the plantation of Andrew Jackson,
the Hermitage, replaced older, wooden enslaved cabins with new brick cabins with chimneys
constructed in each quarter, and the Hermitage enslaved dwellings standardize the new cabins to
all look the same. The reasoning for this standardization has never been directly stated with
ideas ranging from the practicality of more permanent structures to enhancing the aesthetics of
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the plantation overall; however, these changes produced, “a uniform set of structures that
imposed additional order on the plantation landscape” (Thomas 1998:539). Additionally, the
placement of some enslaved quarters closer to the plantation house showcased clear signs of
architectural discrepancies (Thomas 1998:539). The enslaved quarters directly behind the main
house showcased a similar stylistic design reflecting the opulence of the main house, and this
design choice by Jackson reflected another sign of wealth and power to the enslaved, but it also
showed visitors the prestige of the Jackson family (Thomas 1998:539). Another way to see
power expressions on the plantation landscape is the presence of gardens. Gardens showcased
the “optical illusions to transform the home into an identifiable status symbol” that focused on
the plantation’s ruling family as above other slaveholding and nonslaveholding whites (Wendt
2014:18-19). This illusion of social hierarchy reinforced the racialized system of slavery
inherent within the plantation system by placing the enslaved at the bottom (Wendt 2014:19).
The locations of various service buildings, like storage sheds, barns, and the cotton gins, all
represented aspects of the plantation’s power as a factor that produced and readied its product for
shipment across the seas (Wendt 2014:22). All of the buildings on the plantation, no matter their
primary purpose, the power of the planter and his position at the top of their own hierarchy
(Wendt 2014:22).
For larger plantations, the ultimate sign of their power was expressed through the
enslaved and their dwellings. Many scholars talk of the variability of enslaved quarters
throughout the South ranging from rough, one-room, log cabins to more solid brick structures
(Adams 1980:87-88; PHM 1910s:1). Largely, the construction of the cabins tended to reflect the
wealth of the plantation and its owner (Singleton 1995:123-124). Many scholars showcased a
number of enslaved quarters constructed of wood, brick, ground-laid sills, wattle-and-daub, or in
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existing structures within the area (Adams 1980; Mrozowski et al 2008; PHM 1910s; Russell
1997; Samford 1996; Singleton 2001 and 1995; Thomas 1998). Typically, most enslaved
quarters had dirt floors; however, in some situations, enslaved quarters might have other types of
flooring in the cabins ranging from being built on piers above ground to wooden flooring
(Adams 1980; Mrozowski 2008; Singleton 1995; Samford 1996). Most enslaved cabins were
made as single-family homes, two-room house for multiple families, or into a sort of barracks for
many enslaved persons (Mrozowski 2008; PHM 1910s; Russell 1997; Singleton 1995; Samford
1996; Thomas 1998). Within the enslaved quarters, typical arrangement of the quarters depends
on the area of origin with cabins in the Upper South often being associated with pit cellars
(Mrozowski 2008; Samford 1996; Singleton 1995; Young 1999a). Additionally, the size of the
enslaved cabin could further emphasize the variability of features within a cabin; however, most
enslaved cabins appear to have had a central chimney and hearths inside with only a single
entrance that led to an outside porch or gallery (Young 1999a; Young et al 2001:696). The
spatial dimensions for some Virginian enslaved cabins suggested at a figure of 144 to 672 ft2 or
around 13 to 63 m; however, it should not be assumed that all enslaved quarters within the South
fit in these spatial diameters (Samford 1996: 94-95). A more accurate summation of the typical
dimensions of enslaved quarters should look at each plantation on a case-by-case basis to see if a
typical size can be understood for a particular plantation.
The arrangement of enslaved quarters on the plantation supplements existing knowledge
on what is typical for enslavement. Crucial to these ideas was the location of the enslaved
quarters relative to each other and to the plantation house. The distance of enslaved quarters
depended largely on the tasks of the enslaved. The enslaved persons that served the plantation
household tended to be within walking distance of the plantation house; however, these enslaved
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servants were placed under the close scrutiny of the owner’s family (Kaye 2007:34; Wendt
2014:22). Depending on the size of the plantation, the larger plantations placed the field quarters
just outside of easy access to the plantation house with cabins being closer to the fields; however,
these field quarters tended to have an overseer’s house within a close distance to ensure
surveillance over them (Kaye 2007; Thomas 1998; Young 1999a; Young et al 2001). There
appeared to be no standard distance of the field quarters from the plantation house (Kaye 2007;
Russell 1997; Thomas 1998). Important to the field quarters was the arrangement of the quarters
in organized spaces. Kaye (2007:34) suggested that enslaved cabins were organized along dirt
roads for ease of access. Wendt (2014:22) furthered this point by suggesting that the cabins
formed around a central square. Evidence from Saragossa plantation near Natchez, Mississippi
emphasizes this point by showing the organization of the field quarters on either side of a central
road with an overseer’s house near the central area (Young 1999a, 2001:696).

Plantation Studies in Mississippi
Studies into enslaved dwellings for many archaeologists have predominately looked only
towards the Upper South, especially Virginia, and at states on the coast, such as South Carolina,
Georgia, and Florida. In contrast, there have been few archaeological projects that have
investigated plantations in the Deep South. In particular, the state of Mississippi has a very
limited scope of archaeological research despite the state’s multitude of known plantations. The
following paragraphs showcase some of the work that has been done in Mississippi.
An archaeological investigation was conducted at the Saragossa plantation in Adams
County, Mississippi. Amy Young (1999a) conducted this work to determine if the enslaved
quarters were atypical for Mississippi. Her investigation concluded that the enslaved quarters
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were large but still reflected the status of the enslaved. Another archaeological investigation at
Saragossa plantation delved into the role of hunting within the enslaved community as a method
to circumvent risk of low food rations (Young 2001:692). Another investigation by Amy Young
(1999b:15) attempted to locate the enslaved quarters and look into African-American lifeways at
a plantation in Jefferson County (Young 1999b:15). This investigation resulted in discovering
clusters of artifacts that the author interpreted as relating to the enslaved quarters.
A thesis research project analyzed the archaeological work done on a particular urban
farmstead, called The Oaks in Jackson, Mississippi. This project was the thesis research of
Justin Beavers as a part of his masters for the University of Southern Mississippi. The goal of
his thesis was to find the function of the various outbuildings at The Oaks (Beavers 2013:ii).
This thesis resulted in the identification of three buildings (Beavers 2013:ii-iii).

Summary
This chapter explains relevant background information needed for this thesis, and it
showcases Prospect Hill as a logical place to investigate the lives of enslaved people in the
antebellum South. By exploring the pre-contact history of Mississippi, the reader is able to see
the slow displacement of Native Americans that set the stage for the gradual American takeover
of the region. The historical background of Prospect Hill brings in the historical narrative about
what happened to this plantation and how much information is left out of documented history.
The placement of the general history of enslavement after covering Prospect Hill allows the
reader to understand how this plantation would fit in the larger society of the South. The
materials of enslavement provide a broad sweep of the multitude of artifacts that are produced
within an enslaved society. Next, the coverage of plantation landscapes puts Prospect Hill in
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perspective as a plantation and a landscape where both the enslaved and owners interact. Lastly,
providing the summaries of several historical sites within Mississippi gives a clear indication that
there is a lack of comprehensive plantation coverage across the state.
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Chapter 3: Methods
This chapter will discuss the field methodology used at Prospect Hill during the 2020
field season, and it will give an in-depth look into the methodology used to classify artifacts.
Fieldwork used 20-m spacing for shovel tests as this spacing is crucial in being able to determine
areas of interest to the lives of the enslaved. The 20-m spacing was chosen due to a few reasons.
A wider spacing, such as 30-m, would have missed artifacts, and a smaller spacing, such as 10m, would have taken too long. This type of field approach allows for the survey of an area as big
as Prospect Hill to be more manageable. The purpose of the survey and 20-m spacing for the
shovel tests was to plot out artifact densities in order to identify the locations of buildings and
activity areas that are vital to contextualizing this site.
Artifacts recovered during the survey are important as tools for dating different spaces
since technologies and styles changed through time. Therefore, chronologically diagnostic
artifacts were used to identify different periods of occupation in Prospect Hill’s history.
Artifacts are also indicators of different kinds of activities. To investigate activities, artifacts
also were classified based on Stanley South’s (1977:94-96) approach of grouping artifact classes
into functional groups. It is important to point out that these functional categories set out by
South (1977:93) are an interpretative way to see relationship between the artifact group and the
behavioral activity that they represent. Special focus will be placed on the artifacts that have
previously classified following this system, such as historical ceramics, glass of varying kinds,
and architectural nails of various categories.
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The artifacts analyzed for this thesis were recovered from 67 shovel-test pits and surface
collections from two midden areas (Figure 3.1), all of which are located within a roughly 10-acre
area surrounding the biggest landform where the main plantation house is located. This 10-acre
survey area was chosen to follow the contour along the top of the ridge where the main house is
located. This boundary included several areas of interests, including the main house, cemetery,
and a barn. Additionally, the scope of the research was better suited to survey a small section of
the larger plantation as the rest of the area has not been researched in any shape or form.
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Figure 3.1. Aerial view with various recorded points.
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Fieldwork
Archaeological research is essential for understanding the place of plantations not only on
a regional basis, but these plantations are some of the few places that we can peek into the lives
of the enslaved. Plantation studies are a useful way to view the lives of individuals long ignored
by the historical record. Long-term studies at plantations such as Monticello in Virginia are
great examples of the importance of archaeological work at plantations. The Monticello
Plantation Archaeological Survey looks at the long-term effects of changing settlement and use
of land at the historic plantation of Thomas Jefferson (Neiman 2010). The ever-changing
environment at plantations make it difficult to truly contextualize them and the people that lived
there. These challenges make the archaeological research that much more rewarding when
discoveries are found. Essentially, these archaeological surveys are a great way to revitalize the
study of plantations and enrich people interested in investigating the lives of enslaved people.
The 2020 Field Season at Prospect Hill was the first archaeological research to be done at
the site, and it attempted to accomplish an exploratory survey of the area surrounding the main
house. This exploratory survey accomplished two major tasks: a Phase 1 shovel test survey and
the mapping of the structures in GIS. Starting with the survey, I utilized a modified version of
the Phase 1 Mississippi cultural resource survey. Effectively, I realized that 30-m shovel tests
would be too widely spaced and could result in missing a lot of vital artifacts; however, 10-m
spacing would have taken too long. A 20-m interval was chosen as a compromise that would
find a satisfactory number of artifacts but also within a limited field season.
The survey was conducted between November 30 and December 4, 2020. The team
consisted of eight volunteers that agreed to work for a week. In that amount of time, a total of 67
shovel tests were dug. The area surveyed consisted of 10 acres located above the 264-ft contour
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line along the top of the ridge on which the main house is located (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. Outline of Prospect Hill.
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Due to time constraints, it seemed that this area could be realistically surveyed in the
given time. Also, shovel tests were concentrated in two areas; the area surrounding the main
house and an area that formerly included one or more tenant houses. Most of the shovel-tests
were arranged around the main house in an effort to locate activity areas and outbuildings.
Eighteen shovel-tests were placed in the tenant house area. Additionally, surface collections
were made from two midden areas exposed near the main house.
Each shovel test was approximately 30-cm wide, and they were dug to around 30-cm
deep unless cultural deposits continued below that depth (Tables 3.1-3.2). Soil composition for
this area is of the Lorman-Loring soil series which is a mixture of two different types of soils
found within Jefferson County (NCSS 1980). The Loring series consists of well-drained soils
that form silty materials and have some slopes, whereas, the Lorman series describes sloping to
steep soils that tend to form a more clayey material (NCSS 1980:36-37).
The main soil distinctions recognized in the field were among topsoil, plowzone, and
subsoil. The topsoil is the organic layer at the surface. Most of the topsoil was practically nonexistent and largely gave way to a transitional soil. The plowzone is defined as the layer where
the majority of artifacts were recovered. Due to the presence of continued agricultural usage for
over 100 years and natural erosion, these relatively small levels of untouched soil were not
unexpected with 14 of the 67 shovel-tests having any amount of topsoil. I cannot say for certain
that there were not a few times that a field worker could have misinterpreted the topsoil with the
plowzone in the soil stratigraphy. The depth of the topsoil ranged from 0 to around 5 cm deep
which encased the remains of unplowed soils mixed with recent organic foliage. The plowzone
was of central importance to procuring most of my artifacts of any significance. In this layer of
soil, the artifacts would have laid dormant being continuously pushed down by series of later
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agricultural or natural processes. After the plowzone, the last recorded stratigraphic layer was
the subsoil layer. The subsoil is defined as the relatively sterile soil layer that sits underneath the
plowzone.
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Table 3.1. Descriptions of shovel tests.
Context
C1
C2
C3
C4
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
E1
E2
E3
E4
F1
F2
F3
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
H1
H2
H3
I1
I2
I3
J1
J2
J3
K1
K2
L1
L2
L3
M1
M2
M3
M4
N1
N2
O1
O2

Soil Descriptions
Clay Loam to Clay
Loamy Clay to Clay
Sandy Clay Loam to Clay
Loamy Clay to Clay
Not described
Clay Loam all throughout
Not described
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Silt Loam to Clay
Silt Loam all throughout
Not described
Not described
Not described
Not described
Not described
Not described
Clay Loam all throughout
Sandy Clay Loam to Clay Loam
Not described
Yellowish-brown transition to subsoil
Yellowish-brown transition to subsoil
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Sandy Clay Loam
Clay Loam all throughout
Sandy Clay Loam to Clay Loam
Sandy Clay Loam
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Color
7.5 YR 3/2 to 7.5 YR 4/4
7.5 YR 2.5/1 to 10 YR 4/4
7.5 YR 4/2 to 7.5 YR 4/4
7.5 YR 4/2 to 7.5 YR 5/4
10 YR 5/3
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 5/3
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 4/4
10 YR 4/3 to 10 YR 4/4
Not described
10 YR 3/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 5/6
7.5 YR 3/3 to 7.5 YR 4/6
7.5 YR 3/3 to 7.5 YR 4/6
10 YR 3/4 to 7.5 YR 4/6
7.5 YR 3/2 to 10 YR 4/3
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 3/2 to 10 YR 3/4
Not described
Not described
7.5 YR 3/2 to 7.5 YR 5/3 to 10 YR 2/2
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 2/2 to 10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/4 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 5/6

Table 3.1 (continued). Descriptions of shovel tests.

Context
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
ZE1
ZE2
ZE3
ZE4
ZE5
ZE6
ZE7
ZE8
ZE9
ZW1
ZW2
ZW3
ZW4
ZW5
ZW6
ZW7
ZW8
ZW9

Soil Descriptions
Not described
Clay
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Clay Loam all throughout
Not described
Not described
Silt Loam to Clay loam
Clay Loam to Clay
Silty Clay to Clay Loam
Silty Clay to Clay
Dark to Yellowish-Brown
Not described
Darker to Lighter
Not described
Darker to Lighter

Color
10 YR 2/1 to 10 YR 3/2 to 10 YR 3/3
7.5 YR 4/4
10 YR 3/2 to 10 YR 4/4
10 YR 4/3 to 10 YR 4/4
10 YR 4/3 to 10 YR 4/4
10 YR 3/2 to 10 YR 4/4
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
10 YR 4/2 to 10 YR 5/6
7.5 YR 2.5/2 to 7.5 YR 4/4
7.5 YR 2.5/2 to 7.5 YR 4/4
7.5 YR 3/2 to 7.5 YR 4/4
7.5 YR 3/2 to 7.5 YR 4/4
7.5 YR 3/2 to 7.5 YR 4/6
7.5 YR 3/4 to 7.5 YR 4/6
Not described
Not described
Not described
7.5 YR 4/1 to 7.5 YR 5/4
Not described
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Table 3.2. Shovel test locations in site grid and UTM coordinates.
Context
C1
C2
C3
C4
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
E1
E2
E3
E4
F1
F2
F3
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
H1
H2
H3
I1
I2
I3
J1
J2
J3
K1
K2
L1
L2
L3
M1
M2
M3
M4
N1
N2
O1
O2

Positive or Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Negative
Negative

Site Grid
E126,047.460 N3,529,289.792
E126,044.592 N3,529,268.762
E126,044.115 N3,529,248.687
E126,042.442 N3,529,228.373
E126,064.667 N3,529,288.836
E126,067.057 N3,529,270.674
E126,063.233 N3,529,246.058
E126,063.472 N3,529,227.895
E126,062.994 N3,529,207.104
E126,083.069 N3,529,265.655
E126,083.069 N3,529,247.014
E126,082.591 N3,529,230.285
E126,082.830 N3,529,207.582
E126,103.861 N3,529,265.416
E126,103.622 N3,529,245.580
E126,101.471 N3,529,224.789
E126,125.847 N3,529,324.445
E126,124.413 N3,529,304.370
E126,123.696 N3,529,285.013
E126,122.501 N3,529,264.460
E126,119.156 N3,529,245.341
E126,144.966 N3,529,323.011
E126,145.205 N3,529,303.414
E126,144.727 N3,529,284.535
E126,165.280 N3,529,323.250
E126,165.997 N3,529,303.175
E126,163.846 N3,529,283.579
E126,186.788 N3,529,339.501
E126,185.115 N3,529,323.728
E126,184.398 N3,529,310.345
E126,207.102 N3,529,342.608
E126,205.907 N3,529,321.577
E126,227.654 N3,529,363.877
E126,226.221 N3,529,341.891
E126,225.265 N3,529,321.577
E126,247.729 N3,529,384.669
E126,246.534 N3,529,362.683
E126,243.188 N3,529,340.696
E126,243.905 N3,529,320.621
E126,265.414 N3,529,359.815
E126,265.892 N3,529,339.262
E126,283.577 N3,529,281.084
E126,285.250 N3,529,360.532
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UTM
E693924 N3524311
E693922 N3524290
E693922 N3524271
E693923 N3524250
E693941 N3524311
E693944 N3524293
E693942 N3524269
E693943 N3524251
E693944 N3524229
E693961 N3524289
E693962 N3524271
E693962 N3524254
E693963 N3524232
E693981 N3524291
E693982 N3524270
E693981 N3524249
E694000 N3524350
E694000 N3524330
E694000 N3524312
E694000 N3524291
E693998 N3524270
E694020 N3524350
E694020 N3524330
E694021 N3524312
E694040 N3524352
E694041 N3524331
E694041 N3524311
E694060 N3524368
E694060 N3524352
E694059 N3524339
E694079 N3524373
E694079 N3524353
E694099 N3524395
E694099 N3524373
E694099 N3524353
E694119 N3524418
E694119 N3524395
E694117 N3524373
E694118 N3524353
E694138 N3524394
E694138 N3524374
E694154 N3524416
E694157 N3524395

Table 3.2 (continued). Shovel test locations in site grid and UTM coordinates.
Context
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
ZE1
ZE2
ZE3
ZE4
ZE5
ZE6
ZE7
ZE8
ZE9
ZW1
ZW2
ZW3
ZW4
ZW5
ZW6
ZW7
ZW8
ZW9

Positive or Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Negative
Positive

Site Grid
E126,148.790 N3,529,261.114
E126,159.783 N3,529,268.523
E126,167.908 N3,529,273.063
E126,125.608 N3,529,346.432
E126,133.495 N3,529,350.972
E126,142.576 N3,529,355.513
E126,100.037 N3,529,026.193
E126,094.540 N3,529,041.727
E126,107.923 N3,529,041.488
E126,111.030 N3,529,062.279
E126,091.194 N3,529,056.783
E126,087.371 N3,529,080.681
E126,089.283 N3,529,099.561
E126,088.805 N3,529,119.396
E126,083.069 N3,529,131.346
E126,068.969 N3,529,056.305
E126,057.976 N3,529,053.915
E126,047.938 N3,529,057.499
E126,039.335 N3,529,051.525
E126,067.535 N3,529,075.423
E126,957.498 N3,529,074.467
E126,071.598 N3,529,095.259
E126,066.340 N3,529,115.334
E126,064.189 N3,529,123.937
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UTM
E694027 N3524289
E694037 N3524297
E694045 N3524301
E693999 N3524373
E694007 N3524378
E694015 N3524382
E693990 N3524053
E693998 N3524069
E692998 N3524067
E693999 N3524088
E693981 N3524081
E693975 N3524106
E693976 N3524124
E693975 N3524144
E693968 N3524156
E693958 N3524079
E693947 N3524077
E693937 N3524080
E693929 N3524074
E693956 N3524099
E693946 N3524097
E693958 N3524119
E693953 N3524138
E693949 N3524147

Typically, the artifact densities start to drop at this layer and the soil mixed with the more clay
bottoms that surround the area of interest (NCSS 1980:5). The subsoil had a depth range from
20 to 30 cm. Most shovel tests did not extend deeper than 30 cm.
The other important part of this field season was the recording of the locations of most
structures in Prospect Hill and placing these points within a geographic information software
(GIS) map. An emphasis was placed on mapping the areas immediately surrounding the main
house because the intention of this thesis was to understand the materials of enslavement and
delve into the lives of the enslaved by exploring the spatial distribution of buildings and
activities at Prospect Hill. In order to completely realize these objectives, extra interest was
placed on mapping vital areas around the plantation, including standing buildings, any material
remains, and the shovel-tests. In total, over 90 points were recorded across the landscape. These
points were recorded through the UTM coordinate system. UTM is a grid system that divides
the world into 60 zones, and the zone for Prospect Hill is 15 North. An arbitrary site grid also
was utilized on some points, and these points will be able to be linked with the UTM points.
With this GIS map, one can see that we marked the areas that were known from either
physical remains or from where historical records would suggest the remains of structures. By
marking these structural remains, later archaeological research can come back to excavate and be
better able to evaluate the potential building and activity area locations identified in this thesis.
In this regard, several brass-capped benchmarks or datums were left on site to help facilitate
future archaeological research in the area (Table 3.3). A total of 14 benchmarks were left. The
benchmarks were left in key areas that included the structural outlines of the main house, the
cemetery, and in the immediate vicinity of these two structures (Figure 3.3).
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Table 3.3. Benchmarks and their corresponding site grid and UTM coordinates.
Benchmark No.
BM 1
BM 2
BM 3
BM 4
BM 5
BM 6
BM 7
BM 8
BM 9
BM 10
BM 11
BM 12
BM 13
BM 14

Site Grid
E126,133.231 N3,529,317.229
E126,155.240 N3,529,295.698
E126,145.192 N3,529,276.559
E126,182.991 N3,529,307.660
E126,187.298 N3,529,342.110
E126,219.355 N3,529,321.535
E126,147.585 N3,529,310.052
E126,154.283 N3,529,298.569
E126,163.853 N3,529,319.622
E126,168.159 N3,529,311.488
E126,217.441 N3,529,310.052
E126,219.355 N3,529,298.090
E126,232.274 N3,529,299.047
E126,230.838 N3,529,311.488
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UTM
E694006 N3524345
E694033 N3524325
E694021 N3524305
E694058 N3524336
E694059 N3524372
E694093 N3524353
E694022 N3524337
E694030 N3524326
E694038 N3524349
E694043 N3524341
E694093 N3524341
E694095 N3524328
E694107 N3524332
E694106 N3524343

Figure 3.3. Benchmark locations at Prospect Hill.
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Classification of Artifacts
Artifacts were classified using typologies that focused on function and chronology.
Artifact function was used to recognize patterns in the spatial distribution of activities and
objects that might indicate the locations of buildings or activity areas. By combining these
typologies, artifact densities can be used to interpret what was happening in certain areas on the
plantation at certain times. With the variety of artifact’s available at Prospect Hill, there became
a need to find a simple way to classify them into interpretative groups. Before Stanley South
(1977:89), there was not a readily available historical artifact classificatory system in place for
artifact comparisons. South’s (1977:92-96) creation of artifact patterns provide a useful tool that
groups artifact classes into functional activities that reflect the material remains left on historical
sites.
The other type focuses solely on the associated chronological dates. Chronological
dating is essential for identifying different occupational periods indicated by the artifacts and
using them to recognize different periods of occupation in the history of Prospect Hill. The
recovered artifacts from Prospect Hill were classified by their manufacturing period and their
usage on the plantation. By following this scheme, I will be able to differentiate contexts on the
site that can be dated through their artifact date ranges.
Not all artifacts have as much useful information that can help differentiate areas based
on a temporal scale. For these artifacts, I will discuss them separately from the artifacts with
better temporal placement. These artifacts include building materials such as brick, mortar, and
slate roofing tiles, charcoal, and the animal remains found on site (Table 3.4). Starting with the
building materials, over 969 fragments of brick were recovered across this site. Most of the
brick were fragmented and small; however, some of the larger pieces were uniform in shape and
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Table 3.4. Select artifact counts by shovel tests.
Context
Shovel Tests
C1
C2
C3
C4
D1
D3
D4
E2
E3
F1
F2
F3
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
H1
H2
H3
I1
I2
I3
J1
J2
J3
K1
K2
L2
L3
M2
M3
M4
N2
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
ZE1
ZE2
ZE3
ZE4
ZE5
ZE6
ZE7
ZE8
ZW1
ZW2
ZW3
ZW4
ZW5
ZW6
ZW7
ZW9
Subtotals
Middens
Area 1
Area 2
Subtotals
Totals

Brick Mortar

Roofing
Tiles Charcoal Bone Totals

32
1
5
1
1
7
2
3
9
26
465
4
3
52
9
8
1
9
37
2
8
7
2
4
3
5
2
9
1
8
22
8
2
4
3
20
6
1
2
2
2
5
6
4
2
1
109
5
3
36
969

3
2
6
2
13

1
8
29
13
38
1
0
4
2
5
3
1
105

22
13
4
4
10
8
4
65

3
4
12
6
1
6
1
33

32
23
5
1
1
0
0
7
1
2
3
17
26
500
4
3
80
51
8
2
15
45
2
2
10
7
2
4
3
5
2
9
1
17
32
23
1
2
4
9
20
7
1
2
2
2
11
6
4
2
1
118
5
3
40
1185

0
969

4
2
6
19

5
11
16
121

0
65

1
1
2
35

10
14
24
1209
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composition. It was recorded in historical documentation that the bricks utilized to construct the
main house were made on site (PHM 1910s:1) and this was likely the same for the mixing of the
mortar. A total of 121 slate fragments were recovered from Prospect Hill. The slate that was
found on site was all utilized as roofing tiles. Several of the larger pieces had uniform holes
where roofing nails would have been to keep the tiles in place. Unlike the other previously
mentioned artifacts, charcoal was only recovered sporadically in certain areas. One such area
was near the front of the main house where at least three shovel tests recovered small
concentrations of charcoal. The other location was near the modern road on a small bluff.
Regardless, charcoal can be interpreted in a number of different ways, such as food preparation,
an area meant for burning materials, or the location of burned structures. Twenty-eight bone
fragments were recovered. The majority of these bones were too small to be identified; however,
the bones that were identified were a mixture of domesticated animals and wild game. In the
work that follows, I will give a more in-depth look into the chronological groups and the
functional categories.

Nails
Utilizing Edwards and Wells (1993), I have been able to categorize the recovered nails
from Prospect Hill as either machine-cut, wire, or unclassified. The difference between the three
all rested on their shape. A square point has been identified as a feature of only the machine-cut
nail variety, whereas wire nails had a rounded end (Edwards and Wells 1993:50-59). I believe
putting the recovered nails into these simple categories is the easiest way to differentiate them
for my analysis due to their ability to be identified and the solid dates for the machine-cut and
wire nails (Table 3.5).
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Table 3.5. Nail counts by shovel tests.
Context
Shovel Tests
C1
C2
C3
C4
D1
D3
D4
E2
E3
F1
F2
F3
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
H1
H2
H3
I1
I2
I3
J1
J2
J3
K1
K2
L2
L3
M2
M3
M4
N2
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
ZE1
ZE2
ZE3
ZE4
ZE5
ZE6
ZE7
ZE8
ZW1
ZW2
ZW3
ZW4
ZW5
ZW6
ZW7
ZW9
Subtotals
Middens
Area 1
Area 2
Subtotals
Totals

Cut Nails Wire Nails Unclassified Nails Totals
1
9
3
5
3
2
3
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
38

1
1
4
1
2
1
1
3
14

1
2
3
1
5
1
8
3
24

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
2
0
0
0
3
0
3
5
0
0
3
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
2
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
5
2
2
1
10
7
0
0
76

1
1
39

0
14

0
24

1
0
1
77
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The other important part to cover about nails is their place within a functional group.
Both nail classes previously discussed are a part of the architectural group (South 1977:95). In a
functional sense, the classes are only separated by their chronological differences with both
being used within all structures of this time period. By contextualizing nails, one can see that
their spread across this historic landscape. In conjunction with their chronological dates, the
artifact densities can give more credence to suggest where architectural remains are located.
Throughout Prospect Hill’s existence, machine-cut and wire nails would have been the
most prevalent. There is an earlier class of nail called the hand-wrought nail. All three of these
nail classes have solid dates with the earliest known example being the hand-wrought nail.
Hand-wrought nails were hand forged by a smith as they hammered the iron into a more
recognizable nail shape (Edwards and Wells 1993:9). Being the earliest of the three nail
categories, hand-wrought nails have been made for thousands of years. By the 1500s, however,
the practice was standardized and continued to be present until roughly around the 1820s to
1840s depending on the remoteness of the site and the availability of machine-cut nails (Adams
2002:70; Edwards and Wells 1993:6). Despite Prospect Hill’s location on the outskirts of
Jefferson County, there was no recovered evidence of hand-wrought nails amongst the artifact
collection.
Machine-cut nails gradually replaced hand-wrought nails because the former was more
efficient to manufacture (Edwards and Wells 1993:9). Machine-cut nails were laid out in nail
plates that made them easier to be produced and resulted in larger quantities of this nail type
(Edwards and Wells 1993:10-11). In the United States, some of the earliest forms of machinecut nails started appearing in the Northeast by the turn of the nineteenth century; however, it
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would still be another 20 years before they started overtake the widespread usage of handwrought nails (Edward and Wells 1993:16-17). The process for making machine-cut nails
changed throughout the time that they were popular (Adams 2002:68). Fortunately, this nail type
arrived at a time when the process of making nails was widely known, and the manufacturing
dates for cut nails was recorded. The associated date range for this nail is roughly the 1790s and
continued to be widespread until ca. 1870; however, it is important to mention that machine-cut
nails continued to be used before and after this date (Adams 2002:70; Edward and Wells
1993:13). Before the 1880s, structures built within the United States would have mostly or
entirely been made from some type of machine-cut nail, and by comparing this to Prospect Hill’s
history, this date range would have been consistent with the time that buildings would have been
built and added onto (Adams 2002:70; Edwards and Wells 1993:13; Inashima 1994:46; Nelson
1968:10). By the 1900s, machine-cut nails were completely replaced by wire nails (Adams
2002:70).
Wire nails replaced cut nails by the 1880s because the former was cheaper and easier to
manufacture (Edwards and Wells 1993:13; Nelson 1968:11). Setting the price difference aside,
wire nails were inferior in most every way, but, due to increasing economic pressures, the
cheaper product weighed less than its machine-cut contemporaries and could be sold in bigger
quantities with more variability in its purposes (Edwards and Wells 1993:13-14; Nelson
1968:11).

Glass
The glasswares recovered at Prospect Hill initially were classified as either container,
window, or mirror glass (Table 3.6). Container glass refers to bottles, jars, drinking glass,
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Table 3.6. Glass by shovel tests.
Contexts
Window Glass Container Glass Dark Green Glass Unclassified Glass Totals
Shovel Tests
C1
0
C2
0
C3
0
C4
1
1
D1
1
1
D3
0
D4
1
1
E2
1
1
E3
1
1
F1
0
F2
0
F3
1
1
2
G1
0
G2
0
G3
0
G4
2
2
G5
1
1
H1
1
1
H2
0
H3
0
I1
0
I2
6
41
47
I3
20
20
J1
0
J2
2
1
3
J3
0
K1
1
1
K2
2
1
3
L2
0
L3
0
M2
0
M3
0
M4
0
N2
0
X1
2
1
3
X2
1
1
X3
2
2
X4
0
X5
0
X6
0
ZE1
1
1
ZE2
2
2
4
ZE3
1
1
ZE4
0
ZE5
4
4
ZE6
1
1
ZE7
0
ZE8
1
1
ZW1
7
7
ZW2
25
25
ZW3
2
2
ZW4
1
1
ZW5
8
8
ZW6
7
7
ZW7
3
3
ZW9
1
1
Subtotals
15
133
7
2
157
Middens
Area 1
8
2
10
Area 2
3
4
7
Subtotals
0
11
6
0
17
Totals
15
144
13
0
174
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tumblers, and other household glass (Jones and Sullivan 1989:9). The vast majority of the
artifacts were container fragments of various kinds, but some window glass was present.
In order to adequately cover the usage of glass on plantations, a quick look at the
purposes of different glasswares is needed. In particular, I will look at the container glass and
window glass. These three classes of glass are actually in different functional groups according
to Stanley South (1977:95). Container glass and all of its various forms belong to the kitchen
artifact group, which would indicate the presence of where a kitchen might be located. On the
other hand, window glass is part of the architectural group; however, with the limited number of
artifacts available, any suggestions of the placement of buildings will need to be placed together
with similar artifacts of the same functional group.
Starting with dating glass artifacts, it is important to mention that there are a variety of
ways to date glass artifacts. They are usually able to be dated due to their coloration,
manufacturing marks, or manufacturing process (Jones and Sullivan 1989:12-17). The presence
of color in glass manufacturing has some association with chronological date ranges (Jones and
Sullivan 1989:12). While using color does have some issues in its utility, it does have some
utility in its ability to be dated to certain time periods. Another dating method is the use of
manufacturing marks which can provide critical information to identify and date a given
container. In his article, Lockhart (2010:56-57) explains that certain containers, such as liquor
bottles, provide several codes embossed on the bottles to be used to identify them. Some of
these codes display the manufacturer’s number, their logo, and the date code (Lockhart 2010:57).
A good example of this code is some completely recovered bottles from Prospect Hill.
Additionally, the manufacturing process can provide some details about chronology, the possible
place of origin, or even identify the object (Jones and Sullivan 1989:17). Certain manufacturing
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processes are only associated with specific categories of glasswares. Unfortunately, the majority
of the recovered glass from Prospect Hill lack any identifiable manufacturing mark or are not
complete enough to identify a manufacturing process, so the majority of the dating will be based
on color.
Container glass refers to a few commercially produced products: bottles, jars, tumblers,
drinking glasses, and household glass items (Jones and Sullivan 1989:9). The difference
between the varying categories of container glass depends on the size of the mouth and the
presence of some neck on the glass. Bottles tend to vary the most in their designs with some
bottles having small mouths and others having large ones. All bottles have some type of neck
that differentiates them from jars. Jars will generally lack a neck of any kind and always have a
comparatively wide mouth (Jones and Sullivan 1989:71). Within these two categories, container
glass had a variety of functions that include food or household storage or containing medicines
or alcohol (Jones and Sullivan 1989:71-72).
The other categories of glass recovered from Prospect Hill were window and mirror
glass. They tend to have similar looks to them that makes them hard to distinguish. Without the
presence of silvering on the back of mirror fragments, there will not be an easy way to
differentiate the between the two glass classes (Jones and Sullivan 1989:171). For the most part,
these categories of glass tend to be produced by either being blown, cast or placed into plates.
Each of these methods for creating this kind of glass overlap throughout the time of Prospect
Hill’s existence, but due to certain trends throughout their existence, the blown glass type was
the most popular type for the United States until the late 1800s (Jones and Sullivan 1989:171).
From the recovered artifacts at Prospect Hill, there were some notable glass fragments
that were singled out. These glass fragments were dark/olive green or cobalt in color. The
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reason for these glass shards to be separated is that this type of container dates from the 1800s to
the turn of the 1900s (Lindsey 2020). This date range means that areas with dark/olive green
glass could have the potential to better identify areas with older occupations. The only other
colored glass recovered with a known date range is cobalt glass. Cobalt glass tends to have been
manufactured from the late 1700s to 1800s (Jones and Sullivan 1989:14). Window glass is
relatively hard to date. Recently, the thickness of window glass has been a way to figure out a
sort of rough date for historic sites (Bender 2013:84; Jones and Sullivan 1989:172). Only 15
window glass pieces were recovered from Prospect Hill, and, with such a small sample size, it
will be difficult to be able to say conclusively whether a solid date will be able to be found by
this method.

Ceramics
At Prospect Hill, historic ceramics were one of the most widespread kind of artifact
found in the survey. The recovered wares of ceramics from Prospect Hill are as follows:
whiteware, pearlware, porcelain, stoneware, coarse earthenware, and unclassified (Table 3.7). In
the discussion that follows, the ceramics from Prospect Hill are discussed regarding ware type,
surface treatment, any decorative attributes, and chronological placement (Carnes-McNaughton
1997:19-20).
The ceramics listed all belong to the same functional group: the kitchen artifact (South
177:95). For the sake of discussion, I will not differentiate the individual artifacts due to the lack
of differences on a purely functional idea. All of these figures culminate in the spread of
ceramics across Prospect Hill, their individual varying spread indicate the relative spread of
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Table 3.7. Ceramics by shovel test.
STP
Whiteware Pearlware Porcelain Stoneware Totals
Shovel Tests
C1
3
3
C2
0
C3
0
C4
1
1
D1
0
D3
0
D4
0
E2
0
E3
0
F1
0
F2
0
F3
3
3
G1
0
G2
1
1
G3
5
2
7
G4
0
G5
1
1
H1
0
H2
2
1
3
H3
0
I1
0
I2
0
I3
6
6
J1
1
1
J2
0
J3
0
K1
0
K2
0
L2
1
1
2
L3
0
M2
0
M3
0
M4
1
1
N2
0
X1
3
2
1
6
X2
1
1
X3
0
X4
0
X5
0
X6
0
ZE1
1
1
2
ZE2
1
1
2
ZE3
0
ZE4
0
ZE5
0
ZE6
1
1
ZE7
0
ZE8
1
1
ZW1
1
1
ZW2
2
2
ZW3
1
1
ZW4
1
1
ZW5
1
1
2
ZW6
0
ZW7
0
ZW9
1
1
2
Subtotals
31
9
8
3
51
Middens
Area 1
17
3
11
3
34
Area 2
10
3
2
1
16
Subtotals
27
6
13
4
50
Totals
58
15
21
7
101
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kitchen activities across a plantation landscape, such as Prospect Hill.
Coarse earthenware is a sort of catch-all category for utilitarian vessels with a clay body
that had some degree of porousness that often was glazed to keep out moisture (Monticello
2014:7). These earthenware vessels tend to have the glaze on the interior of the ceramic, and it
only served in a functional way. Coarse earthenware vessels were made to be very thick and had
a decorative style, such as incised lines or some version of a decorative rim (Monticello 2014:7).
Only five sherds were classified as coarse earthenware. One of these appears to be a grittempered piece of Native American pottery. No other Native American artifacts were recovered
during the survey, so not much can be said conclusively about the presence of Native Americans
at Prospect Hill based on this this single sherd. The other four coarse earthenware sherds were
recovered in the same single shovel test located near the main house, and they appear to be from
the same vessel. All have a reddish tan body with no glaze on the vessel’s interior. Such an
unglazed coarse earthenware could have a vast date range, so these artifacts have an effective
range of eighteenth until the twentieth centuries (FMNH 2019).
Refined earthenwares tend to have a clay body that is harder and thinner than coarse
earthenwares (Monticello 2014:13). There are many types of refined earthenware, but Prospect
Hill’s assemblage only contained pearlware and whiteware. Pearlware was first created in the
1780s as an alternative to creamware, the most popular refined earthenware type at the time
(Majewski and O’Brien 1987:118). Pearlware resulted from the addition of a small amount of
cobalt oxide that caused the mostly clear glaze to have a bluish tint in places where the glaze had
pooled (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:118; Monticello 2014:16). In the Prospect Hill assemblage,
15 pearlware sherds were recovered. In general, pearlware was in use between ca. 1780-1840
(FMNH 2019).
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Nine of the pearlware sherds are undecorated, two exhibit transfer-prints, and three have
edge decorations. An undecorated pearlware sherd is a fragment that lacks any recognizable
decoration; however, most sherds in the category are most likely fragments from a decorated
vessel (FMNH 2019; Majewski and O’Brien 1987:164). Transfer-prints come from a design
being transferred onto a ceramic vessel. The transfer-prints ceramics recovered from Prospect
Hill were unclassified as to which specific pattern they may represent (FMNH 2019; Majewski
and O’Brien 1987:141-142; Monticello 2014:32). Two pearlware shreds recovered from
Prospect Hill had edge decorations. One is a green embossed-edge decoration; however, this
particular piece lacks many attributes that can be further described. According to Majewski and
O’Brien (1987:152), green and embossed-edge decorations had an associated date range between
the early 1800s to the 1830s placing this piece in the latter part of pearlware’s lifespan. The
other pearlware decoration has an unpainted feather edge. This sherd has a molded, scalloped
rim with a raised arc (DAACS 2021). No date was recorded for this non-painted, feather edge
treatment (DAACS 2021).
Whiteware resulted from a desire for glaze that was clearer than that used for pearlware
(Majewski and O’Brien 1987:119; Monticello 2014:17). Whiteware has been in use from around
1830 to the present (FMNH 2019). It is the most widespread and most common type of refined
earthenware at Prospect Hill. Of the 58 whiteware sherds recovered, 34 are undecorated. Unlike
with pearlware, undecorated whiteware is very common type of vessel with a clear lead glaze
with a background of pure white (FMNH 2019). There were two plain band sherds that consist
of solid strips of colors and come in either singularly stripe or run parallel to other strips, and one
curved-linear white band sherd that is a variation of the plain band but has a curved band instead
of a solid stripe (Monticello 2014:39). Neither the plain bands nor the curved-linear white band
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types have date ranges associated with them (DAACS 2021; Monticello 2014:39). Three handpainted whiteware sherds were recovered that were polychrome of white and green, which is a
decorative style related to the polychrome painted type (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:148-150;
Monticello 2014:41). This type is described as a whiteware sherd with only soft and warm
colors consisting of green, magenta, and light blues that dates from 1829-1920 (DAACS 2021;
Monticello 2014:41). The other major type of whiteware sherds recovered were transfer-prints
that were either unclassified, blue willow, or pinwheel. The blue willow transfer-prints are a
widely recognized pattern that typically includes some type of picturesque oriental design, but
this type lacks an associated date range (Monticello 2014:43). The pinwheel transfer-print has a
still unknown origin, but this transfer-print has an abstract design with a mixture of floral scenes
(Monticello 2014:43). The pinwheel pattern has not been associated with a date range. Only
three recognized types of edge decorations were found in the whiteware assemblage. The Shell
Edge 4 type is an unscalloped rim impressed with a shell pattern that dates from 1840-1860
(Majewski and O’Brien 1987:151-152; Monticello 2014:36). The other whiteware piece with an
edge decoration had a floral relief that was done on a non-painted but modified surface. This
decorative was embellished, and this design could have been produced as early as 1840 and as
late as the nineteenth century (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:153-154). The last of the whiteware
edge decorations is called Shell Edge 14. This type of whiteware is an unscalloped edged with
impressed wavy lines, and this sherd has small circles on the rim that have paint pooled within
them (DAACS 2021). No listed date was recorded with this type of edge decoration (DAACS
2021).
Porcelain was a highly sought-after kind of ceramic that is vitrified, translucent, and
glass-like in appearance (Majewski and O’Brien 1987:124-125; Monticello 2014:23). Porcelain
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is generally classified as both soft-paste and hard-paste with some variation existing in the
ceramic. Porcelain typically is translucent when held up to a light source (Majewski and
O’Brien 1987:125; Monticello 2014:23). Porcelain can come in a variety of styles from various
parts of the world; however, looking at the Prospect Hill assemblage, the majority of the
porcelain artifacts were undecorated with no easy way to identify their type. Due to this
unclassified status, the porcelain recovered from Prospect Hill could not be further differentiated.
A rough date range can be place from as early as the seventeenth century for some Chinese types
to as late as the mid nineteenth century for some English and Cantonese versions (Monticello
2014:51). The only porcelain sherd with some type of identification has a backmark with three
legible lines. The top line has the letters “arile” with the beginning and the ending portion
missing. The middle line has the place of manufacture “Puerto Rico” on it, and the final line has
“U.S.A.” on it. After some searching, the company that manufactured this particular sherd could
not be identified.
Stonewares were a cornerstone of many European and later American ceramic industries.
These ceramics fit a small niche of being a mixture of utilitarian wares, but also with more
stylistic decorations in some cases (Monticello 2014:18). These types of ceramics tended to be
created in a select few forms, such as storage jars, bowls, butter churns, pans, etc. Most
stonewares ceramics have a salt-glaze, alkaline glaze, or no glaze apparent (Monticello 2014:18).
Seven stoneware ceramics were recovered during the survey. There were two artifacts that
appeared to have no glaze on either side. There has not been any research to identify the dates
for stoneware sherds with no glaze. Additionally, another stoneware sherd had a glaze on both
the interior and exterior, but it could not be classified through comparisons with Monticello
(2014) or the Florida Museum of Natural History (2019). Four of the stoneware pieces had a
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salt-glaze that were consistent with more typical American and British made stonewares from the
eighteenth through nineteenth centuries (FMNH 2019; Monticello 2014:18).

Summary
This section covered the scope of the work done at Prospect Hill in the 2020 fieldwork.
Much effort was placed in explaining the scope of the survey and mapping done at Prospect Hill,
and by covering this fieldwork, the next step is interpreting the areas across Prospect Hill. The
classification of artifacts into the two categories: function and chronology have the dual purpose
of explaining how my interpretations will be determined. Artifacts were given a brief
description and chronological date if found, and each artifact was placed into the functional
group as described by Stanley South (1977:94-96). This analysis provides the insight necessary
for building my objective of explaining Prospect Hill’s landscape and reaching some conclusions
about the enslaved at Prospect Hill. The next section will cover the results and discussion of the
analysis.
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Chapter 4: Results
An important part of my thesis is a description of Prospect Hill’s artifact assemblage. In
this chapter, I will present my definitions of the various types of artifacts recovered from
Prospect Hill and some interpretations of their usage. The types presented in this research are
based on either the functional groups defined by Stanley South (1977:92-96) or chronological
groups based on the known artifact chronological dates. These two typologies were chosen to
provide a baseline for establishing what the artifacts recovered from Prospect Hill represent.
These typologies can be used to easily compare this assemblage of artifacts to other similar ones.
With the recording of the locations of the shovel tests and midden areas, my research uses these
recorded points of interest to show artifact densities across the survey area. The focus is on the
location of older occupations that date back to when the plantation was operating. With this in
mind, this research will be able to speculate where activity areas or structures once existed, and,
by identifying them, identify areas that can be investigated through future archaeological
fieldwork.

Functional Groups
The functional groups presented in Stanley South’s Method and Theory in Historical
Archaeology are as follows: activities, architectural, arms, bone, clothing, furniture, kitchen,
Native American, and tobacco groups. The nine categories represent different aspects that South
deemed necessary for the analysis of a given historical site. Based on the
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kinds of artifacts recovered in the 2020 Prospect Hill survey, four of South’s functional groups
will be used here to develop further interpretations (Table 4.1). In order to utilize South’s
system, I first classified artifacts based on their morphology and material of manufacture.
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Table 4.1. Functional groups and their contents (South 1977:Table 4).
Functional Groups
Kitchen Artifacts
Bones
Architectural
Furniture
Arms
Clothing
Personal
Tobacco Pipes
Activities

Contents
Ceramics, Wine Bottle, Case Bottle, Tumbler, Pharmaceutical Type Bottle, Glassware, Tableware, Kitchenware
Bone fragments
Window Glass, Nails, Spikes, Construction Hardware, Door Lock Parts
Furniture Hardware
Musket Balls, Shot, Sprue, Gunflints, Gunspalls, Gun Parts, Bullet Molds
Buckles, Thimbles, Buttons, Scissors, Straight Pins, Hook and Eye Fasteners, Bale Seals, Glass Beads
Coins, Keys, Personal Items
Tobacco Pipes
Construction Tools, Farm Tools, Toys, Fishing Gear, Stub-stemmed Pipes, Colono-Indian Pottery, Storage Items, etc
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After this initial classification, I grouped the categories along South’s functional activity
patterns. Through this scheme, I will be able to identify locations of interest at Prospect Hill
based on the activities represented.
Several of South’s functional groups were excluded from this analysis. No artifacts from
the tobacco group were found at Prospect Hill. The arms group consists of the remains of any
type of object related to guns, including maintenance and ammunition. The only object in this
group from Prospect Hill is a lead cast bullet recovered near the main house. The clothing group
refers to any artifacts that can be used in the manufacture of clothing. Only a single fragment of
cloth was recovered during the 2020 survey. The furniture group consist of artifacts that are
parts of any furniture item. A single drawer pull was found near the main house. The Native
American group had a single piece of pottery that was found near the main house. This sherd is
grit-tempered and plain, but no other information can be derived from this single object. Lastly,
I decided that a sort of catch-all category was needed for any remaining artifacts that did not fit
within any particular functional group. The contents of this group include: unclassified glass,
unclassified metal, unmodified sandstone, modern pull tabs, and various unclassified metal
fragments.

Activities Group
This group can be described as including artifacts from various activities not covered by
the other functional groups (Figure 4.1) (South 1977:99-100). In a way, this group represents the
actions that would have been vital to the day-to-day operation of the plantation. The artifacts of
this group reflect a variety of activities from a variety of different time periods and include the
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Figure 4.1. Activities group artifact density.
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hardware, tools, and miscellaneous materials of a plantation. These artifacts include barbed
wire, fence staples, chisels, grommets, bolts, and wires. Additionally, other artifacts that
represent different activities are present these include charcoal, vitreous materials, and various
types of plastics.

Architectural Group
The architectural group represents the artifact remains of building materials (Figure 4.2).
The most common artifact of this group is brick. There was a total of 969 fragments of brick
recovered across the site. Many of the intact bricks had a uniform shape and composition.
Similar to the brick, other building construction materials were recovered such as roofing tile and
mortar. These two artifact classes contained 121 and 19 objects, respectively. The other major
artifacts recovered were a single iron spike, window glass, and different types of nails. A small
amount of window glass was recovered. Nails were classified as being machine-cut, wire, or
unidentifiable depending on their method of manufacture. The majority of the recovered nails
were machine-cut which roughly date from the early 1800s to ca. 1870 (Edwards and Wells
1993:50-58). Wire nails quickly replaced cut nails in the 1880s, and the former continued to be
the preeminent nail type throughout the rest of Prospect Hill’s occupation (Edwards and Wells
1993:58-59).
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Figure 4.2. Architectural group artifact density.
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Bone Group
This group consists of 35 animal bones and shells that were found across Prospect Hill
(Figure 4.3). The animal remains largely came from domesticated animals raised and butchered
on site, such as pigs or cows, although several elements came from wild animals that would have
been harvested through hunting (Carolyn Freiwald, personal communication 2021). Hunted
animals include whitetail deer, duck, goose, and other unidentified large mammals (Table 4.2).
Additionally, oyster shells recovered in a midden area just south of the main plantation house
showcased some variation in the owner’s dietary consumption. The presence of these bones has
the potential to suggest areas where animals were butchered, cooked, or consumed.
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Figure 4.3. Bone group artifact density.
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Table 4.2. Animal bone counts by context.
Context
Whitetail Deer
Shovel Tests
G3
1
X1
X3
ZE1
ZE3
ZE8
Subtotals
1
Middens
Area 1
Area 2
Subtotals
0
Totals
1

Cow

Pig

Duck

Goose

Unclassified

Totals

4
12
1
17

2
2

0

0

2
1
3

3
4
12
1
1
2
23

0
17

0
2

1
1
1

1
1
1

0
3

1
1
2
25
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Kitchen Group
Artifacts in this group are items that would be found in a kitchen setting (Figure 4.4). In
Prospect Hill’s case, the main artifact types are ceramics and glass container fragments. The
ceramic assemblage from Prospect Hill includes unglazed earthenware, stoneware, pearlware,
and whiteware. There are three earthenware sherds that most likely date to anywhere from the
1800s-1900s, but no conclusive date can be determined (FMNH 2019). The stoneware artifacts
of Prospect Hill are further defined into two groups: undetermined and salt-glaze. The four saltglaze sherds likely date to the 1800s-1900s (FMNH 2019; Monticello 2014:18). A total of 15
pearlware sherds were recovered in the survey. Pearlware was in use from the 1770s- ca. 1850
(FMNH 2019). With 58 examples, whiteware was the most common kind of historic ceramic
found in the survey. Whiteware use began during the early nineteenth century, and its use
continues today. The other major kitchen artifact group is container glass. From the assemblage
of 155 container glass fragments, the only two glass fragment types that can be dated easily are
those that are cobalt blue or dark green in color. The cobalt glass has a manufacturing date range
from the ca. 1700s-1800s (Jones and Sullivan 1989:14), and the dark green glass has a date range
from the ca.1800s-1900s (Lindsey 2020). Between the ceramics and container glass pieces, any
areas that have these artifacts in large concentrations hold the potential to be associated with
kitchen tasks and other related activities.
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Figure 4.4. Kitchen group artifact density.
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Chronology
With the variety of artifacts available, an attempt to make a chronological assessment of
Prospect Hill was needed. The time when Prospect Hill was occupied is known from
documentary sources; however, the documents do not mention where structures were or what the
different areas around the plantation were utilized for. Due to this lack of information, I believe
that an occupational chronology can be a useful tool to subdivide Prospect Hill’s overall history
into shorter periods of occupation. As such, I used the chronological information from the
objects recovered during the survey in combination with the historic documentation of Prospect
Hill to subdivide its history into three periods of occupation. For the purposes of this thesis, the
placing of certain artifacts in any particular chronological time period reflects the largest period
of use for the given artifacts; however, many, if not all, of the artifacts that will be listed
continued to be used or altered after their assigned dates. I recognize the necessity to compile
succinct dates, but the usefulness of each artifact dictates their inclusion in their particular
chronological periods. In the following sections, I discuss each of these occupations.

Occupation 1 (ca. 1808-ca. 1870)
The first occupational period represents the entire time that Prospect Hill operated as a
plantation (Figure 4.5). This roughly dates from the time that the plantation was established in
1808 until just after the Civil War. 1870 was chosen as the end of this period based on the date
range of machine-cut nails. The diagnostic artifacts of this occupation are machine-cut nails,
dark green/olive glass, cobalt glass, pearlware, Shell Edge 4 whiteware, and stoneware.
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Figure 4.5. Occupation 1 (1808-1870) artifact density.
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Additionally, I realize that some of the dates for these artifacts have longer use than my
defined dates. Of these artifacts, machine-cut nails were in use for the longest time period,
roughly from the early nineteenth century until they were replaced by wire nails beginning in ca.
1870 (Adams 2002:70; Edwards and Wells 1993:13; Inashima 1994:46; Nelson 1968:10). The
approximate end date for the use of cut nails roughly coincides with the end of the time period
when Prospect Hill was a plantation, so it makes sense to end Occupation 1 at ca. 1870.

Occupation 2 (ca. 1870-1968)
Occupation 2 represents the time period after the fall of plantation society and before
more modern times (Figure 4.6). This sharecropping time period uses the replacement of
machine-cut nails with wire nails in ca. 1870 as its beginning point. The ending point for
Occupation 2 was based on the historical sale of the plantation by the family descendants in
1968. The diagnostic artifacts associated with Occupation 2 is wire nails and two whole
container jars. These artifacts were decided for their utility in having clearly defined diagnostic
date range. The key diagnostic beginning range for wire nails is the early 1870s to 1880s
(Edwards and Wells 1993:2).
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Figure 4.6. Occupation 2 (1870-1968) artifact density.
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Occupation 3 (1968-present)
The last of the occupational time periods is the modern time that happened after the
Wade family descendants sold the plantation (Figure 4.7). Although multiple owners have held
the property during Occupation 3, much of Prospect Hill’s architecture and layout has persisted
from previous occupations. The associated artifacts of this period have been classified under the
category “modern,” which is essentially any leftover artifacts not previously classified under
other categories that date within the last 70 years. These artifacts include: plastics, modern
cloths, metal tin fragments, a pull tab, drawer pull, bolt, a grommet, wire, and a compass.
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Figure 4.7. Occupation 3 (1968-Present Day) artifact density.
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Interpreting Prospect Hill’s Cultural History
In this section, I present my interpretations from the recovered artifact assemblage at
Prospect Hill by describing and dating the various areas on the plantations. In order to do this, I
will discuss the plantation based on three areas: the Northern area, which includes the main
house and its immediate vicinity; the Southern portion of the survey area; and the Central area,
which covers the powerline corridor and the modern access road (Figure 4.8). I focused on these
particular areas due to a combination of the known associated date ranges and the functional
purposes of certain artifacts. Additionally, these areas have the highest potential to hold any
structures or activity areas that active throughout Prospect Hill’s history.

Northern Area
The area surrounding the plantation house has the most activity and structural remains
than any other area at Prospect Hill (Figure 4.9). Documentary records indicate that this area
contained buildings that are no longer visible, such as the first main house that burned in 1845,
potentially houses for enslaved people, and the kitchen for the main house (PHM 1910s:1). One
of the objectives of this research is to see if the presence of these buildings or other activities can
be deteced through artifact densities.
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Figure 4.8. Interpretive areas of Prospect Hill.
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Figure 4.9. The interpretive Northern area of Prospect Hill.
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Around the main house, Occupation 1 artifacts appear in a high density. Individually,
these artifacts point at a different aspect of life near the main house. The presence of machinecut nail provide the best evidence for any nineteenth century structures across the landscape, and
the only three areas that have machine-cut nails are within the main house and the other two
areas that I will mention later. While dark green/olive glass has a rather larger date range, its use
during the nineteenth century could help identify potentially earlier areas at Prospect Hill based
on its spatial distribution. Additionally, the presence of this type of container glass shows areas
across the landscape that can suggest some locations for where a kitchen area could be located.
Additionally, a sizable number of the artifacts recovered in 2020 came from two midden areas
located southwest and south of the main house. These two middens area also provided the
majority of the animal remains recovered during the survey. Most of the pearlware recovered
from Prospect Hill came from these two middens. The presence of utilitiarian stoneware vessels
near this area lends credence to this idea that the remains of a kitchen are in the immediate
proximity of the main house. I believe the most important point to make is that the clustering of
the Occupation 1 artifacts suggests that this area was intensively occupied during Occupation 1.
Additionally, the concentration of kitchen artifacts, architectural artifacts, and the
remains of animal bones in the area immediately behind and to the southwest of the plantation
house can be utilized to argue for the presence of a kitchen in this area. Starting with the kitchen
group, the largest concentration of kitchen-related artifacts—including pearlware, stoneware, and
container glass—is located within a 60-m area southwest of the main house. Additionally, the
spatial distribution of architectural group artifacts is consistent with the presence of a building
during Occupation 1 within this area. As such, I would propose that this area was the kitchen
that was mentioned in manuscripts written about Prospect Hill (PHM 1910s:1-3). What could
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not be verified was the existence of the enslaved quarter also mentioned in this document. I
would proposed further investigations to ascertain the locations of any additional structures
within the vincity of the main house.
East of the main house has two areas of note, a barn with an unknown construction date
and the family cemetery. The presence of some brick could possibly suggest a structure;
however, no nails of any kind were recovered. This lack of nails could further suggest that this
area had no structures but served some other purpose.

Southern Area
The Southern area is the first area that the modern road cuts through to get into Prospect
Hill, and it roughly ends with the separation of the powerline cut in between this area and the rest
of the plantation (Figure 4.10). A 1963 USGS topographic map shows a structure located in this
area. A large amount of twentieth-century material was documented in this area during the
survey, including a large amount of household debris on the surface that was not collected
(Figures 4.11-4.12). There is some evidence that the Southern area was utilized during
Occupation 1. The presence of dark green/olive glass, pearlware, and stoneware in this area
suggest an Occupaiton 1 component. The concentration of machine-cut nails in this area
provides some evidence of an earlier occupation during Occupation 1. This area mostly likely
had earlier housing in the same place as the more recent housing.
The large concentration of wire nails around the structure in the Southern area indicates
that it dates to the 1880s or later (Edwards and Wells 1993:13; Nelson 1968:11). With the
complex mixture of artifacts from different occupations, I would suggest that this area was
predominately utilized for housing. The concentration of architectural artifacts in this area
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Figure 4.10. The interpretive Southern area of Prospect Hill.
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Figure 4.11. Debris littered in the Southern area.
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Figure 4.12. Metal fragments scattered in the Southern area.
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furthers supports the notion that a structure or stuctures were present in this area. The low
density of artifacts from Occupation 1 suggests that some enslaved housing could have been in
this area during that time. This area clearly supported a structure, most likely a tenant house,
during Occupation 2 based on artifactual and documentary evidence. Tenant farmers may have
inhabited this area at least until the plantation was sold in 1968 (Huffman 2004:118-119).

Central Area
The Central area contains both the area near the two-track access road and the powerline
right-of-way (Figure 4.13). It is not clear from historic documents what might have been located
in this area, so interprtations are based solely on the artifacts recovered during the 2020 survey.
Low densities of both Occupation 1 and 2 artifacts are present in this area. For Occupation 1,
machine-cut nails and dark green glass are both present, and a small amount of wire nails
indicates an Occupation 2 component. There is some concentration of bricks and charcoal in this
area. The small amounts of both dark green glass and machine-cut nails suggest the presence of
Occupation 1 in the area.
Artifacts from the architectural and activities functional groups are present in this area.
The presence of architectural group artifacts from both both Occupation 1 and Occupation 2
indicates that a structure was present in this area during those times. From the activities group, I
believe the artifacts, especially the concentration of charcoal, are able to reinforce the idea that
this area has seen some different activity, especially related to burning of materials either of the
structure or something else. Regardless, this area is unique from the rest of the plantation and
needs additional archaeological investigations.
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Figure 4.13. The interpretive Central area of Prospect Hill.
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Summary
In this chapter, artifacts and documents were used to divide the archaeological remains at
Prospect Hill into smaller functional, spatial, and temporal categories. I propose that the area
around the main house had a kitchen. I believe that the kitchen area is in fact within this area,
but further investigation will be needed to verify the enslaved quarter. The Southern area had a
complex mixture of several occupations artifacts, but based on the architectural remains, this
area appears to have been a housing area for tenant farmers throughout Occupation 2 and
potentially a housing area for the enslaved in Occupation 1. The Central area was the only area
at Prospect Hill that showed some degree of burnt material, and it had artifacts from throughout
Occupation 1 and 2; however, the purpose of this area could not be determined other than a
potential structure existed there at some point in the past.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
In this thesis, the goal was to investigate the areas around Prospect Hill’s main house in
an attempt to identify where enslaved people lived and worked. In order to accomplish these
goals, my objectives for this thesis were to recover artifacts from a systematic archaeological
survey, to classify those artifacts based on chronology and function, and to identify the potential
locations of buildings and activity areas on the plantation that are no longer visible. Prospect
Hill presented an ideal opportunity to fulfill these objectives. Research for this thesis included
fieldwork during December 2020 that collected artifacts from the area surrounding the main
house. Artifacts recovered during this fieldwork were classified based on chronology and
function so that I could develop a culture history for Prospect Hill that identified what activities
took place in different spaces at different times.
The results of this analysis provided information on the spatial distribution of buildings
and activities at Prospect Hill, and several areas that should be investigated further in the future
have been identified. For example, historical documents mention the presence of a kitchen and
slave cabins near the main house (PHM 1910s:1). Although a cabin for enslaved persons was
not identified in the immediate vicinity of the main house, the archaeological evidence does
indicate that an area just behind the southwest corner of the main house is the most likely
location for the kitchen. In the Southern area, the artifacts coupled with the depiction of a
structure on a USGS map indicate the presence of a structure at least into the 1960s. This area
appears to have been the location of at least one tenant house, but the presence of Occupation 1
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artifacts here indicates that it also could have been the location of houses for some of Prospect
Hill’s enslaved people. The Central area contained the only examples of burnt material
anywhere on the plantation, and this area was the only location to have artifacts associated not
with any other group laid out by South’s activities group.
This research has provided potential evidence on the existence of the kitchen and possible
nineteenth century houses, and in addition to the potential areas mentioned in the last chapter, all
of these areas need to be investigated further in the future. The initial assessment of the current
state of Prospect Hill has been completed with this being a vital first step for work done on this
plantation. More research can be done on these areas that includes further shovel-testing,
especially surrounding the area behind and off to the side of the main house, the later
occupational area in the south, and the central area. Excavation blocks near the main house and
potential kitchen area could really shed some light on what these areas contain. Additionally, the
use of geophysical methods, like ground-penetrating radar, could identify areas with architectural
remains and isolate areas for further archaeological investigations. Both of these methods would
work well in the area near the main house due to the lack of difficult terrain and clear, open
ground to survey. The other two areas mentioned, the Southern and Central areas, are in a bit
rougher terrain, especially the Southern area. The Southern area should be cleared a bit to help
facilitate further archaeological investigations, as I believe this area is of high priority for future
research due to its association with tenant farmers and potentially with older enslaved
occupations. The Central area should also be considered in this group of further investigations
due to the presence of burnt material.
On the topic of future work, there remains a need to involve the descendant communities
of this plantation. There are people that live in both Jefferson County and in Liberia that might
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be able to provide some oral history of their ancestors. This opportunity could really involve the
descendants and provide a great project that provides more history that is not recorded. By
combining these possible oral testimonies with the known historical documents and
archaeological evidence, the story of Prospect Hill can be greatly enhanced.
A good argument can be made from all this work that more work should be done on
plantations in the Deep South. Prospect Hill, as a cotton plantation, is one of the few examples
of known archaeological research accomplished within this region. More areas across the Deep
South continue to be ignored. The great opportunity at Prospect Hill showcases that there is
plentiful evidence for archaeological work to be done, and now, work should be focused on these
areas.
Throughout its 200-year existence, Prospect Hill was at one point an example of the
pinnacle of a pre-Civil War southern success story; however, not much is known about its
everyday operation as a plantation. While the immediate area around the main house has just
recently been surveyed, the rest of the 5,000-acre plantation has slipped into relative obscurity.
In the surveyed area around the house, the remaining structures, leftover structural remnants, and
artifacts collected can be used to paint the picture of the central area of the plantation. Two
identified midden areas suggest that the plantation had access to luxury foods and very fine
ceramics. Outside of the immediate area of the main house, the presence of a mixture of more
modern wire nails to modern plastics suggest at least some more recent occupations. At the time
that Captain Ross was alive, most of the land was still considered unimproved, but over the
course of 100 years, much of the plantation was likely used as farm land worked by either the
enslaved, sharecroppers, or even some descendants of the Ross and Wade family (Huffman
2004:26). Still, the fact remains that there is a lot of information still unknown about the
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operation of Prospect Hill, both as a plantation and a post-Civil War tenant farm. Regardless,
Prospect Hill is an open book, and the small survey conducted has set the table for future
archaeological research. Further research on this plantation would truly be advantageous as new
information could be procured that might finally give more to the lives of the people who worked
and died in America’s worst institution.
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